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4Sellers and buyers obtain an overview of works

by well-known artists available for sale in the

world today

Fine Art Auctions Database
4The definitive source for fine art auction price

records since 1989; the expert’s tool to value art

4Illustrated, the only one of its kind

4Two million lots, 172,000 artists, all of the 

relevant art auction houses in the world

4Enables art buyers to purchase art 

with confidence

Email Auction Alert 
4Email notification service scans offerings of the

auction houses in the database, and notifies 

subscribers when an artist which they are interested

in appears on the international market

Artnet Magazine
4News, reviews, reference, commentary for both

the professional and the newcomer to art

4Celebrity contributors

Online Gallery Network 
4800 galleries from around the world display

their exhibitions and inventory on artnet.com

4All sites completely searchable by artist, 

specialty, location

4Over 25,000 works available by 10,000 artists

and growing daily

4Expands gallery presence to the web 

marketplace, removes physical limitations of

gallery location

modernizing the
business of art Bruce Nauman, Double Poke in the Eye

II, 1985, neon tubing mounted on
aluminum monolith. Sold for $34,125 in
artnet.com auctions.

artnet.com’s vision is to modernize the selling and
buying of art:

4Increase the overall efficiency of the art market
by improving sellers’ access to buyers and by
lowering transactions costs.

4Expand the art market by empowering an
entirely new audience to purchase art.

This vision is achieved through artnet.com’s
comprehensive product offerings for both sellers
and buyers:



Art Bookstore
4Over 16,000 titles of the highest quality 

art books

4Personalized customer service and hard-to-

find books

4The only curated bookstore, managed by art

book experts for art book buyers

Fine Art Auctions
4First and only online art auction devoted to 

fine art

4All lots consigned and guaranteed by professional

dealers, vetted by artnet.com specialists

41000-1200 lots available in six categories at 

all times

4Low transaction costs for both buyers and sellers

4Auctions are ongoing, twelve months per year,

not twice per year

4Special sales, cross-site promotions, feature auctions

THE ART MARKET

The business of art is conducted primarily by dealers,

which number in the thousands, consequently

the market has never been fully quantified. 

artnet.com’s target market of quality dealers

numbers 26,000 worldwide, and art sales of

their businesses total an estimated $25-40 

billion annually. In addition, the conventional

auction market comprises more than 500 

auction houses dominated by Christie’s and

Sotheby’s. In 1999 each company reported 

auction proceeds of $2.2 billion, of which 

perhaps half was fine art and balance decorative

arts and collectibles including jewelry, furniture,

wine and memorabilia.

artnet.com AG and its consolidated subsidiary

ArtNet Worldwide Corp. are referred to in this

document as “artnet.com” or the “Company.”

artnet.com

Paul Strand, Wall Street, 1915, printed 1976-77, platinum
palladium print. Sold for $7,875 in artnet.com auctions.

Norman Bel Geddes for
Revere, Manhattan
chromium-plated brass
cocktail set, circa 1936.
Sold for $6,383 in
artnet.com auctions.
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*artnet.com proxy for unique users. Since certain domains such as AOL do not permit the segregation of individual users, this measure understates unique users.



Blanche Lazzell, Untitled, 1927, oil on board.
Sold for $8,378 in artnet.com auctions.

ar tnet .com
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artnet.com – Art World and
Internet Pioneer
An art world and Internet pioneer, artnet.com was

begun in 1989 as a database company. The art

market had long been characterized by the

impact of a few powerful players, low liquidity

of artworks, low turnover of dealer inventory,

low price transparency, a high cost of acquiring

new customers and the inability of dealers to

scale. Seeing these major inefficiencies in the

art business, artnet.com began a project to bring

price transparency to the art market. Now in

2000 the Fine Art Auctions Database is the

most powerful, highest quality, fullest-featured

resource on the market today for which to value

fine art. The art professional’s essential tool and

the art amateur’s goldmine, it provides illustrated

records of art prices at auction from all of the

important venues of the world, covering the full

course of a business cycle in art.

Again a pioneer, artnet.com took this product to the

web in 1995, and was among the earliest in New

York’s emerging new media sector, “Silicon

Alley.” The Internet was a breakthrough 

technology for the art market because it 

provided a platform where color images could be

communicated for a “nano-fraction” of the cost

of alternative means.

Leveraging the medium, artnet.com established

Artnet Magazine, a fully accredited trade 

magazine for the art world — available only

online at artnet.com. The first daily in the 

industry, it offered a dynamically updated, 

beautifully illustrated, properly pedigreed 

media vehicle for reviews, information and 

commentary – with a searchable backlist.

artnet.com
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letter to shareholders

Hans Neuendorf, Chief Executive Officer,
in the heart of New York’s “Silicon Alley.”



Seeing the possibilities, artnet.com extended the use

of the new medium to offer an Internet presence

to art galleries and dealers. These businesses

had previously been anchored to their physical

locations, with limited access to new customers,

though their potential market was an 

international one. A good Baselitz or a Picabia

or a Picasso was equally desirable in Milan as it

was in New York, but the Cologne gallery that

owned it had no mechanism to reach those mar-

kets economically. artnet.com responded to this

need by creating a virtual art fair – 12 months

per year, international reach, broadly accessible,

searchable and recognized by the search

engines. This was conceptually identical to the

first international art fair in Cologne in 1967,

organized by its founders (including myself) for

the same purpose. Today 800 galleries of high

caliber rent space on artnet.com. And like any

network, the value of being a member rises as

the number of members increases.

In 1999 artnet.com pioneered fine art auctions via

the Internet. The auctions provided a new, 

alternative mechanism to dealers wanting to sell

and source new inventory. EBay and other 

auction sites had proven that a wide range of

items and price points would sell on the Internet,

among businesses and among consumers and

from businesses to consumers. However, fine art

clearly required a higher level of service and

quality assurance even among professionals,

because the market was very large and very

broadly dispersed thus transactors would not

know one another. In addition, the auctions

could reach a very broad public and again

expand the universe of customers for art. These

auctions are 12 months a year, not twice a year,

have minimal risks normally attached to auction

sales, incur much lower costs, and are in short

truly revolutionary. 

In 1999 artnet.com created a further resource with

its curated art bookstore, having the best 

selection of art books anywhere. A source for

research and inspiration, it is another important

feature of the site.

All of these products were created for the art 

professional. However, they also empower the

general public to find, research and buy art with

confidence. With artnet.com’s marketing effort

to create visibility and sell its services, it does

the dealer community its greatest service – 

creating a whole new audience and customer

base for buying art. A customer base that is

well-educated, affluent and oriented to the

future, artnet.com’s audience is the very type of

new generation customer the art business needs

to expand in the future.

ar tnet .com
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Barry Hintze, Vice President, Finance and
Accounting; Hans Neuendorf, Chief
Executive Officer; Grace Schalkwyk, Vice
President, Corporate Development/
Investor Relations



We have proof it is working. In a recent survey,

approximately 40% of the online gallery clients

reported sales of art to buyers they obtained

through advertising on artnet.com, a figure we

believe is rising rapidly. Their renewal rate of

86% is testament to the effectiveness of the art

fair concept. Roughly 40% of our auction buyers

have been professionals, who are sourcing 

inventory for their business. And a surprising

number of new collectors spent significant

amounts online. Of the lots sold above $15,000,

27% were to professionals, and 13% were first

time buyers. Our largest private auction buyer,

who was new to buying art, spent in excess of

$100,000. Other new collectors whet their

appetites first with a small purchase, only to

quickly jump past $10,000 on the next purchase.

This is significant because the $10,000 price level

is often a psychological barrier. 

The May 1999 IPO touched
off an acceleration
artnet.com’s May 1999 IPO enabled artnet.com to

grow at a much faster rate. The missionary

effort artnet.com undertook when the Internet

was more concept than reality laid the ground

for a commercially scalable business. By May,

four revenue-generating product lines plus a

great deal of valuable content were in place.

Thus the Company could focus on key factors 

to all Internet businesses: traffic, growth 

and visibility.

artnet.com’s accomplishments are impressive. Traffic

grew from 1 million page views in June to 2.2

million in December (and 3.3 million in

February 2000); from 170,000 visits in June to

1,651,500 in December (1.6 million in

February 2000). To accommodate the increase

in traffic, artnet.com built out the technology

infrastructure to handle significantly higher 

volumes, both current and expected. artnet.com

also built out the staffing requirements and

management structure necessary to carry out

business on a much higher scale. And artnet.com

gained the experience of a pioneer in the sale of

art over the Internet.

The focus of 2000 will be to accelerate revenue

growth on the firm base that it has built.

In the past year new competitors have emerged. The

large investments by major art companies

demonstrate their conviction in the potential of

the market, and validate artnet.com’s own 

commitment to it. Small competitors have also

surfaced, though many are more apparent than

real – some with web sites but no traffic, some

with a single product line, others in competition

with our dealer customers, others selling a 

non-curated variety of decorative or collectible

objects. artnet.com expects some consolidation

this year, which may yield interesting 

opportunities for the Company.

We have unlimited opportunity, and look forward to

building the enterprise.

Hans Neuendorf

Chief Executive Officer

artnet.com
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Roy Lichtenstein, Nude with Blue Hair, 1994, color relief
print on BFK Rives. Sold for $18,620 in artnet.com auctions.

New auction record for this print.

artnet.com
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GALLERIES
artnet.com’s online gallery network, the world’s

largest art fair, provides the ultimate service to

galleries by expanding their reach

and attracting a whole new 

audience online for their artworks.

In addition, the online gallery 

network provides art collectors with

the largest and most international

virtual venue to browse and buy art

and is completely searchable by

gallery name, location, artists 

represented and specialty. Gallery

names and artists are continually

submitted to Internet search

engines to send Internet users

directly to the site. 

The online gallery network is the

most successful artnet.com product

and continues to grow at a very

strong rate. An impressive 86% of

galleries renewed contracts with artnet.com (410

of 477) in 1999. By the end of the year, galleries

numbered 791, including 314 new members,

which made up 44% of the total.

The online gallery network also proved to be in sync

with the ever-changing art market, gaining

interest from new and emerging art centers.

With the addition of a sales representative in

California, artnet.com expanded its presence on

the US West Coast, while Germany was a hot

spot in Europe. Business in Cologne alone grew

40% in 1999, and German galleries now 

represent 10% of the total. In the New York

market, the online gallery network followed the

migration of galleries to the Chelsea area. Of the

artnet.com
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“In a recent survey of 70
galleries, 40% are selling
directly off artnet.com,
everything from an English
Civil War breast plate to a
$3 million Monet. No other
advertising vehicle provides
galleries with this kind of
sell-through rate.”

B. William Fine,
President, Publishing

artnet.com services
Gallery Clients by Region

USA

Europe

Other

USA Gallery Clients New York

California

Connecticut

Massachusetts

Florida

New Mexico

Illinois

Pennsylvania

Texas

DC

Arizona

Georgia

New Jersey

22 Others

European Gallery Clients

England

Germany

France

Italy

Switzerland

Austria

Spain

Belgium

Netherlands

Other

European Gallery Clients

Clients in Other Countries

Canada

Argentina

China

Mexico

Brazil

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

Estonia

Israel

Russia

Other



100 galleries that relocated to Chelsea over the

year, artnet.com signed more than one-third for

e x h i b i t i o n  

in the online

gallery net-

work. In con-

trast, at the

end of 1998,

fewer than 

10 Chelsea

galleries were

represented. 

Key Chelsea sign-ons were Barbara Gladstone

Gallery, 303 Gallery and Robert Miller Gallery.

Other important additions from around the

world were Paul Andriesse of

Amsterdam, Jablonka of

Cologne, Victoria Miro of

London, Jonathan Novak of

Los Angeles, Monica de

Cardenas of Milan, Lehmann

Maupin of New York, Anne

de Villepoix of Paris, Perry

Rubenstein of New York,

Luisa Strina of Sao Paulo

and David Zwirner of New York.

artnet.com attracted further attention for its online

gallery network through its presence at major

art fairs around the globe, including Chicago,

Basel, Brussels, Los Angeles, Frankfurt, New

York, San Francisco, Maastricht, London,

Cologne and Madrid. 

In 2000 artnet.com’s gallery sales team will continue

to actively recruit new dealer/gallery members.

artnet.com has further plans to improve and

enhance the gallery search capabilities 

and submissions to Internet 

search engines.

ARTISTS’ WEB SITES
artnet.com artists’ web sites

empower a new generation of

emerging artists on the web,

providing them with a new

avenue to dealers and a low-

cost way to promote their

work. Dealers are discovering

new talent and collectors are

finding new favorites. Artists’

web sites have seen rapid

growth in the past two 

quarters, nearly doubling

since August.

Artists’ exhibi-

tions are easy

to search with

the addition of specialties to 

the artists’ home page, ranging

from contemporary to video to

“outsider art.” Exhibitions are

also searchable by name 

and location.

artnet.com will roll out

expanded artists’ web sites

in 2000, with the addition 

of a virtual artist works 

catalogue, including biogra-

phies, press clippings and

historical overviews of the

artists’ work.

FINE ART AUCTIONS DATABASE
The Fine Art Auctions Database was the first 

artnet.com product and remains an invaluable

artnet.com
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“Art auction information is
often available the very same
day the sale takes place.The
Fine Art Auctions Database
is the only product of its
kind that offers such quick
and easy access to this
information. In the
years ahead, artnet.com will
build on the product to
maintain its reputation
as the most reliable art
database available.”

Ernest Johnson,
Vice President, Operations

Gallery web site

Artists’ web site

Fine Art Auctions Database



resource to galleries, dealers and art collectors.

Sold as a monthly, fixed price, unlimited access

subscription, the 10 year-old database is the 

single most comprehensive illustrated electronic

archive of fine art auction records in the world,

covering all of the relevant art

auction houses in 22 countries.

Over 3,500 new artists were added

in 1999, 

and over 172,000

artists are now rep-

resented. Through

new technology

implemented in

1999, the database

was made even

more secure and

adaptable. Over

175,000 lots were entered into the

database in the year, raising the

database total to 1,951,485 lots.

The artnet.com database team

entered nearly 15,000 lots per month, including

over 18,000 in the busy months of May,

October and November, maintaining

the artnet.com database as the most

current and complete art auction price

record resource. 

artnet.com’s second subscription product,

the Email Auction Alert, is the most

comprehensive way for art collectors

and dealers to keep track of their key

artists on the international art 

auction market. An artnet.com “bot”

automatically searches the Fine Art

Auctions Database as it is updated

and delivers an alert to art collectors via email

anytime an item comes up for auction. 

ARTNET MAGAZINE
Artnet Magazine provides art dealers, professionals,

buyers and enthusiasts around the world with the

most comprehensive and up-to-date art 

information. Edited by Walter Robinson, 

formerly of Art in America, Artnet Magazine

offers daily news, criticism

and commentary from some

of the top art writers in the

world, including Thomas

Hoving, Wendell Garrett,

Stanley Abercrombie, Charlie

Finch, Paul Jeromack,

Anthony Haden-Guest and

Jerry Saltz. Artnet Magazine

presents regular features

found nowhere else — coverage of every major

international art fair, comprehensive surveys 

of important museum exhibitions, a popular 

monthly art horoscope and lively “people” 

page photographs.

In 1999 Artnet Magazine

added a new staff reporter 

position in order to bolster its

daily news content. Artnet

Magazine also featured detailed

reporting on the art market

boom, including the scoop 

on Las Vegas casino mogul

Steve Wynn’s lucrative art 

investments. Artnet Magazine

broke the news that Wynn was

the buyer of Seurat’s Paysage

l’ile de la Grande Jatte for $35

artnet.com
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“Artnet Magazine is data
central for the global art
world.We get the most
important art news and get 
it first.We have inside art
tips, secrets of success, the
lowdown on high art and
strong words from smart
people.”

Walter Robinson, Editor-
in-Chief, Artnet Magazine

Ross Bleckner, Bonds
and Proteins, 1999,
oil on linen, courtesy 
of Lehmann Maupin,
New York City. On
exhibit in artnet.com’s
online gallery network.

Email Auction Alert



million last spring. Coverage highlighted exciting

new art at the best galleries and museums

around the world, from the Old Masters at

TEFAF Maastricht in the Netheralds to 

contemporary blue chips at Gagosian in New

York, Jay Jopling in London and Michael Werner

in Cologne. Readers of the daily posts on Artnet

Magazine were given access to inside 

information on stories the whole art industry was

talking about, from the scandal over forged Man

Ray photographs to the long-lost documentary of

the late graffiti-art sensation Jean-Michel

Basquiat. In 2000, Artnet Magazine will strive

to remain the leader in daily art market 

information and to expand 

its coverage. 

BOOKSTORE
The artnet.com bookstore is the

only curated art bookstore on

the web. All books are hand-

picked and organized by 

topics intuitive to art 

enthusiasts, including fine art,

applied art, ancient art, art-

at-the-edge, photography, 

exhibition catalogs and 

criticism. Since launching 

in February 1999, the 

bookstore has added over

5,000 titles for a total 

inventory of over 16,000,

many of which are hard-to-find

and out-of-print art books. 

Its unique combination of 

customer service and savings

attracted orders from many

high-profile art institutions,

such as the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, the

Ringling School of Art and

Design Library, Bard

College, the Art Advisory

Services and the Library of

the School of Plastic Arts in

Puerto Rico. Site-wide

c r o s s - m e r c h a n d i s i n g ,  

exclusive publisher agree-

ments to offer out-of-print

titles and special promo-

tions, such as a successful

holiday gift

page, also

spurred growth over the year.

Specialty titles offered in the art-

net.com bookstore include the

Carnegie International Catalogue

1999/2000, 1999 Venice Biennale

Catalogue, Jean-Michel Basquiat:

Works on Paper published 

by Galerie Enrico, Navarra in

Paris, David Hockney: Prints

1954-1995 published by the Tokyo

Museum of Contemporary Art, 

and Art|30|Basel. In 2000, 

the artnet.com bookstore will 

continue to offer the superior 

customer service, expertise and low

prices that has made it a favorite

among art enthusiasts.

AUCTIONS
artnet.com pioneered the online

art auction market, launching the

artnet.com
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“There are a few great
specialized art book stores in
the world, but the artnet.com
bookstore is the first and
only one to combine that
level of expertise and
customer service with the
convenience and savings of
ordering online. As our
customer base and inventory
both expand, the potential
for “electronic handselling”
to a customer’s individual
areas of interest are
unprecedented within this
specialty market.”

Charles Gute,
Director of Bookstore

Interior pages of Matisse:
Jazz, facsimile edition
published by George Braziller.
On sale in the bookstore.



first-ever continuous fine art 

auctions in March of 1999, which

included contemporary and 

modern prints, paintings, draw-

ings, photographs and sculpture.

In the summer of 1999,

artnet.com expanded its auction

offerings, adding 20th century

decorative arts, American art and

African-American and folk art.

Unlike other online auction 

companies which have a ‘hands-

off’ approach to selling art online,

artnet.com’s auctions are directed

by a team of art experts who over-

see each and every lot. artnet.com

only accepts consignments from

reputable deal-

ers. Each lot is

provided with descriptions,

background information and

proper condition reports.

Auction price records culled

from artnet.com’s propri-

etary Fine Art Auctions

Database are also supplied

for each lot to give 

purchasers an increased level

of confidence when bidding in

artnet.com’s auctions. 

artnet.com’s online auctions are

connecting galleries and art

professionals with a larger and

more immediate global audi-

ence and providing 

collectors with an easy and less

expensive opportunity to build their 

collections. An increasing number of dealers and

collectors from around the world are buying and

selling in artnet.com auctions. Registered auction

bidders and consignors have grown steadily since

June; consignors have increased 285%, while 

bidders have swelled 395%. Bids

are coming from 37 countries, from

Israel to Singapore to Malta, and

from all 50 US states. artnet.com

has registered consignors from 17

countries, from Argentina to New

Zealand to the Netherlands, and in

36 US states. 

artnet.com offers a full range of

artworks, from prints to paintings

to glass to photographs. Prints

remain a best-seller, making up

42% of sales. Artworks in all price

levels are highly sought-after by

collectors. Works by well-known

artists such as Andy Warhol, Roy

Lichtenstein, Claes Oldenberg,

George Segal and Pablo Picasso

are selling in the range of $1,000

to $34,000.

artnet.com
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Robert Rauschenberg,
Pull (from Hoarfrost
Editions), 1974, mixed
media collage of silkscreen
and offset images on
cheesecloth with paper
bags, AP III/X. Sold for
$13,650 in artnet.com
auctions in 2000.

“The introduction of
continuous auctions is
precedent-setting in the art
world.Works are on sale 
365 days per year, 24 hours
per day. In addition, we have
become well known for our
theme sales. By creating a
special context we are both
attracting and selling
increasingly upscale
material.”

Uta Scharf, Vice President,
Auction Sales

William Eggleston, Greenwood, Mississippi,
1973, printed 1986, dye transfer, AP. Sold
for $15,750 in artnet.com auctions.



artnet.com generates excitement for the

auctions with its site-wide theme

events. By creating a special 

context, artnet.com is able to

attract quality, fresh material to a

sale. Finally, innovative advertising

is then used to build anticipation

for each sale and, in turn, generate

greater traffic and sales. Each

event features specially chosen lots

for the auctions, theme-driven 

exhibitions from the galleries, 

magazine content and bookstore

selections. Events in 1999 included

Icons of the 20th Century, Nudes

and Celebration. Many of the lots

featured in artnet.com’s theme

events sold for record prices, including Roy

Lichtenstein’s Nude with Blue Hair (1994),

which sold for $18,620, an auction record for

this print and Pablo Picasso’s Sleeping Woman

(1962), which sold for $11,580, an auction

record for this print.

artnet.com also pioneered online charity art auctions,

holding cyberauctions to benefit the Coalition

for the Homeless (November 1999) and amfAR

(American Foundation for AIDS Research)/

Dallas Museum of Art (February 2000) in 

conjunction with each organization’s live 

auctions fundraising events. In doing so, 

artnet.com expanded the respected charitable

organizations’ reach and gave art enthusiasts

and philanthropists around the world the 

opportunity to bid on artworks to benefit 

charity. artnet.com also gained tremendous 

profile with new groups of potential customers

having very attractive

demographics. As with the

theme events, artnet.com’s

charity auctions sparked

increases in traffic and

sales. The amfAR online

auction boasted a 100%

sell-through rate, with

many of the pieces selling

for two and three times

their initial estimates,

including Sally Gall’s 

photograph Bruges (1993),

which sold for $4,300

against an estimate of

$800-1,200.

artnet.com
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“We are helping change the
landscape of charity art
auctions by taking these
events beyond their regional
locales. Guests to the live
events love competing against
the bidders in cyberspace. It
adds another layer of
excitement.”

Karen Amiel,
Director, Special Projects

artnet.com Auction Specialists (left to right):
Karen Amiel, Senior Specialist, Modern &
Contemporary Art; Deborah Ripley, Senior
Specialist, Prints & Contemporary Art;
Quashelle Curtis, Specialist, African-
American Art; Uta Scharf,Vice President,
Auction Sales; Susanna Wenniger, Senior
Specialist, Photography; Kathleen Cullen,
Senior Specialist, Contemporary Art. Not
shown: Bryan Oliphant, Senior Specialist,
American Art; James Zemaitis, Senior
Specialist, 20th Century Decorative Arts.



One of the most important developments of 1999 was

the establishment of the marketing department

to manage online and offline advertising, public

relations, direct mail, membership marketing,

creative development, business development and

product development for artnet.com. The team

has grown in the last twelve months from a staff

of two to a staff of nine marketing professionals

focused on making artnet.com a famous and

profitable brand on the 

international marketplace.

Advertising
To solidify our positioning as

the leader in the online art

category and to fuel increases

in traffic, sales and member-

ship, a new advertising print

campaign was introduced in

1999. artnet.com once again

acted as pioneer as the first

online art site to advertise to

both the art trade and 

the consumer market. The

stylized “black and white” 

campaign not only promoted

the artnet.com brand, but also

helped drive sales for individ-

ual products including online

auctions, the online gallery

network, artists’ web sites, the

bookstore and the Fine Art

Auctions Database. The media

planning utilized a combination of international

art trades, newspapers and consumer magazines

to target all levels of buyers from established

connoisseurs and art professionals to a new 

artnet.com
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marketing

“The primary marketing
goal was to brand artnet.com
as the leader in the online
art category.The position we
took for the year was to first
target the existing art
market and then expand our
programs to the lucrative
market of new collectors
through a combination of
online and offline
advertising, direct mail,
email promotions, public
relations, and the initiation
of major theme events.”

Dan Wald,
Vice President, Marketing

*After René Magritte, Le Fils de l’Homme, 1973.  
Lithograph. 30 3/4 x 23 5

/8 in.  
Edition of 150. Estimate: $3,000-3,500.

*Irving Penn, Pablo Picasso at “La Californie,” Cannes (1957)
c.1971.  Platinum print. 19 3/4 x 19 3/4 in. Edition 22/45.  
Estimate: $32,000-35,000.

*Andy Warhol, Marilyn Monroe, 1967. Color silkscreen on
paper.  36 x 36 in. Edition of 250. Estimate: $35,000-45,000

* Artwork available in Icons of the 20th Century online auction event.

Phone 212.497.9700. AOL Keyword: artnet

®

The greatest artists of this century not only

reflect our world, they shape the way we see it.

They capture a moment, yet live on forever.

They are icons. Come celebrate 100 years of

icons of pop culture, music, film, sports and

of course, art. Bid on some of this century’s

finest art at our auctions, explore our member

galleries and browse through featured titles

in our bookstore. Find your favorite icon of

the 20th century and 

make it yours. 

M A K E A R T Y O U R S

What is
an icon?

Theme advertisement placed in national
newspapers for Icons of the 20th Century



market of wealthy, Internet savvy and culturally-

minded art enthusiasts. In addition to print 

vehicles, artnet.com commenced a strategic 

marketing alliance with America Online (AOL),

the largest online community in the world 

servicing over 20 million members internationally

across its family of brands. artnet.com secured

highly-targeted positioning as an anchor tenant

within the Art & Antiques channel on AOL’s

revamped shopping network in addition to a 

targeted inventory across all AOL properties

including AOL, AOL.COM, Netscape, Compuserve,

and Digital Cities both in the United States and in

Germany. After only two months, results of the

AOL relationship were dramatic. From August

1999 (before relationship launched) to February

2000, monthly page views from the AOL domain

catapulted from 253,832 to 566,122, an increase

of 178%; visits rose from 79,437 to 284,689, an

increase of 258%; and users rose from 4,042 to

21,567, an increase of 434%. 

To differentiate itself from both bricks-and-mortar

auction houses and other online art sites, 

artnet.com introduced an innovative program of

site-wide theme events in 1999 to showcase 

premier property from the online auctions, 

member galleries, bookstore and magazine under

a creative thematic umbrella. Integrated 

advertising campaigns were

created in support of themes

that ran in international metro-

politan newspapers and online

across AOL properties resulting

in greater traffic and revenue. 

Another pioneering marketing 

program was the introduction

of online charity art auctions,

which branded artnet.com to

a desirable group of top-

tier influencers including

important artists, collectors,

philanthropists, museum 

professionals, celebrities and

art world denizens.

artnet.com’s first online 

charity auction, ARTWALK NY, benefited the

Coalition for the Homeless, and was the first

time a charity had augmented its fundraising

activities through an integrated online and

offline auction program. Key influencers such as

Peter Jennings, anchorman of ABC World

News, Christopher Burge, chairman of

Christie’s Inc., and Mary Brosnahan, director 

of the Coalition for the Homeless, all 

promoted artnet.com as the online art market

leader and praised the organization for its 

philanthropic spirit. 

artnet.com
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“artnet.com was the first art
web site to advertise both in
the art trade and the
consumer press. By being
first, we were able to garner
valuable mindshare among
our target markets and
establish ourselves as the
category leader.”

Michelle Mullineaux,
Marketing Director

The portal  to the world of  art .

“In the short period of time we’ve been on artnet.com, we’ve

sold substantial works directly from our site…artnet.com…it’s

immediate, it’s easy to use and it’s a proven resource that

generates new business”.

Louise Bourgeois, Spider. 128 1/2 x 298 x 278". Steel. Available in Cheim & Read at www.artnet.com/cheim-read.html.

For more information on artnet.com, call (212) 497.9700.

– John Cheim & Howard Read, Cheim & Read

Example of “Black and White” branding
campaign promoting the online gallery network



Public Relations
Fueled by mounting journalist interest in the art and

Internet industries, artnet.com’s first strategic

public relations efforts in the US were met with

enormous success. artnet.com actively targeted

top-tier news, business and trade magazines

with personal

phone calls, press

releases, and story

pitches. The news

media kept track

of the latest online

d e v e l o p m e n t s ,  

and as a result,

a r t n e t . c o m

dominated press

reviews of art web

sites. artnet.com

was named “Best

of the Web” 

by Forbes, the pre-

eminent business

magazine in the

US. Newsweek, a

popular US news

magazine, called

artnet.com the top

art and antiques

web site. The

most-widely read

news outlets,

including the

Associated Press, The New York Times, The

Boston Globe, and USA Today, pointed to 

artnet.com as one of the most valuable online

art resources for new and established collectors

and dealers. Additional publications featuring

news of monthly events included The Dallas

Morning News, New York Daily News, AlleyCat

News, About.com and Art and Antiques. In

Europe, artnet.com was featured in The Daily

Telegraph, The London Times, Kuntszeitung,

Masterpiece and Beaux Arts, among others. 

In 2000 artnet.com will expand its public relations

campaign to Europe, where Internet use in 

business and transactions is increasing. Thus,

the timing is excellent to increase artnet.com’s

profile in that market.

Direct Mail & Membership
Marketing
Another key initiative for the marketing team was to

create a powerful direct marketing database

enabling artnet.com to send direct response

campaigns to targeted segments of its audience

including dealers, galleries, bidders, collectors

and prospects. This strategy is a cost effective

artnet.com
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Registered artnet.com Auction Users

artnet.com Member/Subscriber Base

Auction Consignors Auction BiddersAuction Consignors Auction Bidders

For  the f i rs t t ime ever. Onl ine auct ions of  impor tant

works by blue-chip contemporary and modern artists.

Wa r h o l . J o h n s . R a u s c h e n b e r g . B a s q u i a t . N a u m a n.

Chamberlain. Fontana. Tapies. Cornell. Miró. Picasso .

Only 5% buyer ’s  commiss ion. Buy and se l l  any t ime.

Know more

before you

Not every single book on the planet. Just art. Fine art .

Applied art. Ancient art. Art at the edge. Photography.

Exhibition catalogues. Criticism. Hard-to-find titles. Hand

picked by book fanatics. Organized by topics intuitive to

you, the art enthusiast. New releases every day. Low prices.

Personalized service. Special orders. Art books online.

The portal  to the world of  art .

For more information on artnet.com, call (212) 497.9700.

Example of “Black and White” branding
campaign promoting the bookstore



means to speak to core customers and tailor

messages to their individual needs. For example,

a campaign of beautifully designed art postcards

was mailed to segments of

our collector base showcas-

ing important works and

theme events, to increase

bidding activity in the 

auctions. Other campaigns

focused on increasing 

auction consignments, Fine

Art Auctions Database 

subscriptions and bookstore

purchases. artnet.com

extended the direct

response campaign online

through the artnet.com newsletter – a weekly

email about “what’s new” at artnet.com that is

delivered to over 12,000 of artnet.com’s

members. The email newsletter drives traffic

and commerce back to artnet.com

through hypertext links featuring

lots in the auctions, new titles in

the bookstore, recent

additions to the gallery

and artist networks and

magazine articles. The

newsletter increases

customer loyalty and

provides an opportunity

to both cross-sell 

and up-sell to our 

ever-growing base 

of members.

Improving upon this

foundation, the market-

ing and technical departments

teamed up in 1999 to create a

new, unified member center. The

new member center is currently

under development and will offer

a more sophisticated platform for

artnet.com to collect and analyze

data and build new marketing

programs based on user feedback

and behavior. The member center

is one of the most exciting 

projects at artnet.com and will

enable us to increase sales, return

visits, create more up-selling and

cross-selling opportunities and

build loyalty through higher levels

of personalization.

artnet.com
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Norman Bel Geddes, “Manhattan” chromium-plated brass cocktail set,
manufactured by Revere, circa 1936. Estimate $5,000-7,000

Emil A. Schuelke, “Penguin” silver-plated metal cocktail shaker, 
manufactured by Napier, circa 1936. Estimate: $1,500-2,000

American, unknown designer, “Shake a Leg” ruby glass and chromed 
metal cocktail shaker, circa 1937. Estimate: $1,200-1,600

Phone 212.497.9700. AOL Keyword: artnet

®

Join artnet.com’s specialist James Zemaitis for a lecture on
“Cocktail Modernism: A Toast to the Century’s Shakers” 

at The Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts
Wednesday, December 15, 6:00-8:00 pm

18 West 86th Street
RSVP 212.501.3023 or email programs@bgc.bard.edu

This New Year’s Eve, 
pour your martini from 

a streamlined silver 
Art Deco cocktail shaker.

Celebration
Online Auction

D E C E M B E R  6 - D E C E M B E R  2 1 , 1 9 9 9

For  the f i rs t t ime ever. Onl ine auct ions of  impor tant

works by blue-chip contemporary and modern artists.

Wa r h o l . J o h n s . R a u s c h e n b e r g . B a s q u i a t . N a u m a n.

Chamberlain. Fontana. Tapies. Cornell. Miró. Picasso .

Only 5% buyer ’s  commiss ion. Buy and se l l  any t ime.

Know more

before you

Get answers in artnet.com’s fine art auctions database. Search

through over ten years of art market price information. 1.8

million lots. 185,000 artists. With a click. And know more before

you buy or sell.

The portal  to the world of  art .

For more information on artnet.com, call (212) 497.9700.

home galleries artists

Auctions Fine Art Auction Database

auctions

site map   member services   resources   dialogue   about us

printstore bookstore magazine

®

Paul Cézanne

Title Rideau, cruchon et compôtier

Sale of Sotheby’s New York : May 10, 1999 [Lot 23]
Impressionist and Modern Art from the Collection
of Mr. and Mrs. John Hay Whitney

Year Circa 1893-1894

Size 23.5 x 28.7 in. / 59.7 x 73.0 cm

Medium Oil on Canvas

Sold for 60,502,500 USD Premium

Estimate 25,000,000-35,000,000 USD

Misc. Framed

Paul Cézanne

Title Nature morte-les grosses pommes

Sale of Sotheby’s New York : May 11, 1993 [Lot 17]
IMPRESSIONIST AND MODERN PAINTINGS,
DRAWINGS/SCULPTURE PT 1

Year 1890-1894

Size 18.0 x 21.3 in. / 45.7 x 54.0 cm

Medium Oil on Canvas

Sold for 28,602,500 USD

Misc. Signed

MORE

Example of “Black and White” branding campaign
promoting the Fine Art Auctions Database

Examples of anchor placements
within the Shop@AOL Art &

Antiques Department

Online banner advertisement
placed across AOL properties

in 2000

Theme advertisement placed in 
national newspapers for Celebration



Web site traffic is the return on the sales and 

marketing investment. Traffic is the lifeblood of

a viable web business, representing members,

window shoppers and passers-by

alike. It is the precursor to and

underlying driver of revenue. It

provides data on how often the

site was frequented, where 

visitors visit, and how long they

linger. Traffic can be measured

in different ways. artnet.com’s

most important gauges of traffic

are page views (successful page

requests), visits (a user session

of multiple page views), and

users (each visitor counted 

only once in a period), all up

dramatically in 1999.

Traffic Growth
The results of our marketing

efforts are directly evidenced to

the left, as month-to-month

traffic gains averaged 17%,

50%, and 24% from June

through December for page

requests, visits and users,

respectively. Those same 

measures are up overall by

231%, 821%, and 270% in the

June through February period.

Page views spiked in November,

reflecting activity in the auction

season as well as our special

event Nudes. Visits climbed 

dramatically with the implementation of the

online marketing campaign. artnet.com expects

continued growth in traffic as branding and

marketing campaigns accelerate in 2000. 

The division of traffic over different areas of the site

tells us several encouraging things, most 

importantly that the emphasis of our business is

reflected in the traffic to our site. The online

gallery network attracts the highest proportion

of traffic, followed by auctions, the database and

magazine. A high level of interest is spread over

all of our products. Our users are easily finding

what they need after arriving at the home page;

gallery clients are getting good value for their

money, as high traffic to their pages results in

sales directly attributable to a presence on 

artnet.com; auction viewers are becoming 

customers of other products on the site; 

the magazine has a loyal following; and the

database is intensively used for research.

artnet.com
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traffic
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Arthur Dove, Going Through an Inlet, 1928, oil on paper, courtesy of 
Richard York Gallery, New York City. On exhibit in the Gallery Center.

artnet.com
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technology
artnet.com ranks security as a top priority. In 1999

significant upgrades were made in both hardware

and software to create a high availability system,

one that is fault tolerant and fail-safe. We ensure

our customer’s privacy and access to the site

through the installation of a new firewall solution

and by utilizing an outside network

monitoring service. Load balancing

that is invisible to users automatically

shifts high demand to less active

servers, and should one or more servers

fail, traffic is seamlessly moved to

redundant machines that are still 

functioning. By these measures, and by

re-engineering existing functionality,

the web site is well protected from 

outside intrusions and internal failures.

Our web and database servers are now

uniformly Compaq 5500 machines,

widely recognized for their robustness,

and coupled with SQL clusters, make

for a highly reliable hardware solution.

artnet.com has also implemented 

COM architecture, a cutting-edge

architecture coding and concept that

provides superior organization, 

structure and security.

artnet.com continues to increase its ability to provide

web users with quick and easy access to the site,

a fundamental quality of any successful web site.

In 1999, artnet.com installed dual T-3 high-speed

communications lines, with total bandwidth

capacity of 90 MB. In addition, a new hardware

infrastructure increases capacity by 1,000 

percent, allowing the site to easily accommodate

the growing number of users. Increased memory

capacity also allows artnet.com.to offer unlimited

site content. In addition, online auction software

has been upgraded to the AuctionNow version

developed by OpenSite Technologies, Inc. 

In addition to speed and security, new technologies

have made the web site highly dynamic and

adaptable. With the conversion of individual

pages from HTML to ASP, together with the

implementation of COM architecture and

improvements in database software, the site 

is now capable of keeping up with the ever-

increasing demands of users and the Internet

environment. For an improved user experience,

departmental membership pools have been 

combined into a unified user database, and

78,000 pages were rewritten to ensure a 

consistent look and feel throughout the site.

Perhaps the most exciting change in the technology

department in 1999 was the addition of the 

ability to customize artnet.com’s content. By

implementing Microsoft Site Server technology,

artnet.com will provide members with the 

opportunity to tailor the site to their preferences.

A new Membership Center offering 

personalization is under development and will

launch in spring 2000.

The above accomplishments represent major 

milestones in infrastructure development. Both

the web site and network have higher reliability,

security, robustness and scalability than ever

before, and will serve our needs through 2000.

And while many of these developments are unseen

by our users, they all contribute toward a 

satisfying customer experience, and ultimately to

higher levels of traffic and transactions.

“We are using the 
latest techniques in PC
hardware and software and
implementing state-of-the-art
servers in order to provide
each of our visitors with 
the best and fastest web
experience. Our technology
allows our members seamless
access to a wealth of art
information and allows us to
handle the ever-increasing
amount of traffic.”

Jay Greenberg,
Director of Technology



Andy Warhol, Liz, 1964, offset lithograph on white paper.
Sold for $7,206 in artnet.com auctions.

artnet.com
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Auditor’s Opinion
Consolidated Financial
Statements
We have audited the Consolidated Financial Statements

which have been prepared by artnet.com AG,

Hamburg, for the financial year from January 1

through December 31, 1999 consisting of the

Balance Sheet, the Statement of Operations, the

Statement of Changes in Stockholders’ Deficiency,

the Statement of Cash Flows and the Notes to the

Consolidated Financial Statements. Furthermore,

we have examined the additional representations

required according to Article 36 of the 7th EC

directive. The preparations and content of the 

consolidated Financial Statements are the respon-

sibility of the Company’s Board of Directors. Based

on our audit, it is our responsibility to express an

opinion upon the conformity of the consolidated

Financial Statements with Generally Accepted

Accounting Principles in the US (US-GAAP).

We conducted our audit of the Consolidated Financial

Statements in accordance with auditing standards

generally accepted in Germany as determined by

the Institute of Certified Auditors (IDW). Those

standards require that we plan and perform the

audit to obtain reasonable assurance, that the

Consolidated Financial Statements are free 

of material misstatement. An audit includes 

examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the

amounts and disclosures in the Consolidated

Financial Statements. The audit also includes an

assessment of the accounting principles applied in

preparing Consolidated Financial Statements and

significant estimates made by the Board of

Directors. We believe that our audits provide a 

reasonable basis for our opinion. We have carried

out an assessment to ensure that the Consolidated

Financial Statements comply with the 7th EC

directive. This compliance is necessary if an

exemption from the obligation to prepare

Consolidated Financial Statements under statutory

law shall apply. This assessment was carried out on

the basis of the interpretation of the directive by

the European Commission’s Contact Committee

for directives dealing with preparation of accounts.

Our audit did not give rise to any objections.

In our opinion the Consolidated Financial Statements

are in conformity with the Principles of US-GAAP

and present a true and fair view of the net worth of

artnet.com AG and its subsidiaries, their financial

position, the results of their operations and their

cash flows for the financial year. 

The requirements for an exemption of the company from

the obligation to prepare statutory Consolidated

Financial Statements are fulfilled (§ 292a HGB).

Hamburg, March 27, 2000

Haarmann, Hemmelrath & Partner GmbH

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Steuerberatungsgesellschaft

Publication or dissemination of the Financial Statements

and/or the Management’s Report in any form 

differing from the authorised version requires our

renewed permission, should our Auditor’s Opinion

be quoted or reference be made to our audit.  We

refer to § 328 of the Commercial Code (HGB).

Wolf 

Wirtschaftsprüfer

(Certified Auditor)

Böge 

Wirtschaftsprüfer

(Certified Auditor)



Economic Environment
The economy in the US in 1999 was extremely 

favorable for the development of Internet 

businesses. The strength of the economy and

increasing wealth has promoted rapid adoption

of the Internet and contributed to substantial

usage and growth in advertising and 

E-commerce revenues across all market sectors.

Progress in Europe and elsewhere has been

slower than in the United States due to slower

economic growth and to the higher costs of

Internet access. However, the competition to

provide Internet access is strong and conditions

are expected to improve in coming years.

The art market, which has only recently gained 

exposure on the Internet, is proving popular for

advertising, business to business (“B2B”) and

business to consumer transactions. The growth

of the online auction business for many types of

merchandise has had a significant impact on the

acceptance of selling art online. The art market

itself is a multi-billion dollar market place.

Company Developments
artnet.com AG was formed in 1998 under the laws of

Germany. On February 23, 1999, artnet.com

AG acquired 79.6% of ArtNet Worldwide

Corporation (“ArtNet Corp.”). artnet.com AG,

together with its consolidated subsidiary will

hereinafter be referred to as “the Company.”

ArtNet Corp. is based in New York City, where

the Company conducts its principal operations.

ArtNet Corp. was founded in 1989. The first

product, the Fine Arts Auction Database, was

created in 1989 to give art professionals 

a means of researching art prices at auction 

on the international art market. In 1995,

ArtNet Corp moved online and added the 

daily online art magazine and the galleries 

and artists network. In 1999, the Company

added an e-commerce bookstore and online 

auctions. The Company’s strategic goal is to

modernize the selling and buying of art by 

providing advertising, information services and 

transactions services.

In May 1999, artnet.com raised $26.7 million

through an initial public offering on the Neuer

Markt of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange in

Germany. The proceeds of the issue to the

Company are to be used to achieve its strategic

goal and include developing a marketing and

branding campaign, the recruitment of staff,

expanding existing areas of business, investment

in technology for long-term stability and taking

advantage of acquisition opportunities.

Vigorous efforts were undertaken on all five 

initiatives in the period. A marketing and 

branding campaign was commenced, utilizing a

combination of trade press, general circulation

print media, online media, public relations,

direct mail, art fairs and promotional devices

such as charity auctions and strategic partner-

ships. The print campaign focused on the 

auctions, the Company’s newest product, and

targeted the weekend art sections of selected

major broadsheet dailies. The online campaign

commenced with a key marketing alliance with

America Online (AOL), securing artnet.com with

prominent positioning on AOL’s shopping area

and banner advertisement placement throughout

all AOL web properties (AOL, AOL.com,

Compuserve, and Netscape) on their US and

German sites. The initial focus of the marketing
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and branding campaign was the US, where the

Internet usage is highest and the art market the

largest, to begin building broader consumer

audience. However, art trade marketing 

techniques, primarily at high profile art fairs

and press placement through public relations,

continued in many locations to support growth

in the online gallery network. The payoff of these

efforts was a significant increase in traffic, from

1 million page views in June to 2.2 million in

December and 170,000 visits in June and 1.6

million in December, which achieved a key 

IPO objective.

The Company invested considerably in its 

organizational infrastructure mainly through

the recruitment of high quality staff and 

development of technology. Several new 

departments were established, including 

graphic/web design as part of marketing, online

auctions and the bookstore. The number of full-

time employees increased from 57 at the 

beginning of the year to 97 by the end of 1999

with nearly all departments expanding.  Though

staff increases will continue, a critical mass was

established, which substantially achieved a 

second IPO objective. The rate of staff increases

is expected to decline in 2000.

The level of technological competence has risen to very

high standards. Through the installation of 

multiple, high-speed T-3 digital communication

lines and banks of powerful web and database

servers, artnet.com prepared for the anticipated

increase in traffic. The new hardware provides

customers with a satisfying and fast web 

experience, and will support the Company

throughout the coming year. Software upgrades

completed the technology picture. An improved 

e-commerce solution for the bookstore, next 

generation auction software, heightened web site

security with firewalls and system redundancies,

and other back end upgrades all contributed to site

scalability and stability. They also afford 

better data-gathering and data-mining capabilities

and cost reductions through automation of some

production functions, among other benefits. Thus,

a third IPO objective was substantially achieved,

though technology spending will be ongoing.

During the year, the Company achieved high growth in

all areas of its business. Sales of advertising in

the online gallery network and subscriptions to

Fine Art Auctions Database grew significantly,

and the new businesses, the bookstore and the

online auctions, showed an impressive start.

In 1999, the Company was presented with a variety

of acquisitions, business development and

strategic alliance opportunities, many of which

it earnestly pursued. The Grove Art alliance,

whereby the Company and groveart.com, the

most comprehensive art historical resource

online, have agreed to collaborate to integrate

extensive information and exchange traffic, was

one tangible result, and it is expected to yield

substantial benefit over time. While other 

discussions did not yield valuable results for

shareholders, numerous new opportunities are

expected to emerge in 2000. 

The Company is well on the way to achieving the

strategic objectives of the public offering. It has

secured the platform from which to expand

rapidly in the coming year and is prepared for

significant expansion in traffic and revenues.

artnet.com
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Results of Operations
artnet.com AG reports its results in accordance with

US GAAP. artnet.com AG’s functional currency

is the US dollar, since nearly all transactions are

in the US dollar; however, the results are also

presented in Deutsche marks.

REVENUES

Advertising Sales

Advertising sales in the online gallery network

showed strong growth for the year with revenue

of $1,944,000 representing a 211% increase

over the prior year sales of $625,800. The

expanding database of galleries, artists and

works found online, the increasing visibility of

artnet.com, and the greater range of services on

the site, including the success of the auction

sales, have drawn new clients. In addition, yield

on new clients increased during the year.

In the last few months of 1999, the sales team had a

strong presence at the Paris, Berlin, San

Francisco and Cologne art fairs and rounded out

a record year for advertising sales. During the

year member galleries increased from 477 to

791 with a renewal rate of 86%. Sales of artist

pages in the online gallery network were up 

significantly to 122 due to addition of a 

dedicated sales staff member. In 2000, artist

page sales are expected to accelerate along with

continuing growth of gallery page sales. Pricing

is also expected to strengthen as the number of

member galleries increases the value of each

listing and the Company’s rapidly rising traffic

drives more buyers to the galleries.

Subscription Sales

Subscription revenue, primarily the Fine Art

Auctions Database, increased 82% to $531,900

for the twelve months, compared to $292,700 in

the prior year twelve-month period. This 

represents a compound monthly growth rate of

5.1% which reflects the impact of increasing

traffic on the site as well as the growing 

recognition in the art community of its value as

a fine art valuation tool.

This category includes minor amounts for other 

subscription products such as our Email Auction

Alert and its predecessor products. Note that

prior year amounts have been reclassified to

conform to current year presentation. In 

addition to being a revenue source, the Fine Art

Auctions Database provides data for individual

lots in the online auctions, assisting customers in

formulating their bids, which other auction

houses cannot supply. It is also an effective

cross-selling tool.

In 2000, we expect to add the tribal arts database as

a subscription product, and expect continued

growth in the primary Fine Art Auctions

Database product as traffic continues to

increase in volume.

Auction Sales and Revenue

Auctions completed during the year totalled

$1,730,200 resulting in auction revenue 

consisting of 5% buyers’ premium totalling

$87,400. Auctions conducted in the year

totalled $1.9 million, with some closings 

occurring in January 2000, as is customary in

the business. There was no comparable product

category in the year-ago period since auctions

commenced in March 1999. By the end of the
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year there were 562 consignors (representing 50

US States, 17 European countries and 19 other

countries) and 2,412 registered bidders 

(representing 36 US States, 8 European 

countries and 9 other countries) on the site. The

number of sold lots, including those not 

completed until January, was 871 with an 

average selling price of $2,200.

The Company’s strategy in 1999 was to build market

share, by charging low premiums to encourage

both consignors and bidders to participate. In

2000 the strategy is expected to shift to revenue

growth though a combination of volume growth

and pricing changes.

The top lots sold during the year were Concetto

Spaziale, Attese by Lucio Fontana for $168,000

and Bruce Nauman’s Double Poke in the Eye II

for $34,650. The fourth quarter saw three

theme sales: Icons of the 20th Century, where

eight lots sold in excess of $15,000, including

the Bruce Nauman, Nudes and Celebration, a

sale dedicated to vintage cocktail shakers, 

barware, humidors, posters and prints. The

theme events have had a very positive effect on

site activity with page requests, consignor and

bidder registrations increasing significantly. The

strongest month for auction sales was October

with auction proceeds of $428,000. The

strongest month for traffic was November with

page views totalling 2.9 million and visitors 

1.1 million, corresponding to the Nudes

special event.

Bookstore Revenue

Bookstore revenue totalled $72,700 through

December, after beginning operations in February.

Average order size was $90 significantly above

norms for online book sales and total sales were

nearly 1,100 books. The bookstore was unable to

scale as originally planned due to problems with

the original software application. The application

was completely replaced by another provider 

in January 2000. However, in the time period 

the Company was able to increase titles steadily,

with the current figure now over

16,000. Selective merchandising

and quality service have 

elicited praise from users. 

A continued emphasis on 

differentiation has the bookstore

offering thousands of titles not

available through normal distribution channels,

including many unique art books and reference

sources. Customers include several major 

museums and libraries as well as art professionals

and dealers. In 2000, sales are expected to 

accelerate with the new software installation and

improved fulfillment.

OPERATING EXPENSES

In 1999, the Company inaugurated changes to its

financial reporting, providing more information

and changing reporting categories to better

reflect the costs of doing its business. Cost of

Goods Sold, which previously contained a large

component of labor costs not directly tied to

incremental revenue, has been simplified to
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Auction Proceeds 1,730,200 3,176,700

Auction Payouts 1,642,800 3,016,200

Auction Revenue 87,400 160,500



reflect costs of retail sales. Costs of Product

Support, Production and Editorial are 

separately identified to show direct and indirect

costs for products and services, plus the 

customer service and technology supporting

them. Sales and Marketing separately identify

the costs of advertising and branding 

campaigns, the marketing staff to create them

and the selling commissions and staff to generate

advertising revenue. General and Administrative

reflects central costs such as facilities, network,

Internet, legal, accounting, and executive. All of

these improvements will result in greater clarity

in reports and a quicker grasp of the Company’s

business on the part of readers.

Product Support, Production 

and Editorial Expenses

This category includes all production-related costs

including payroll and consultant fees for online

auctions, gallery/artist advertising sales in the

online gallery network, magazine, Fine Arts

Auction Database, bookstore, technology, 

auction specialists and customer service.

Twelve-month costs were $3,429,000, up 168%

from $1,279,000 in the prior year-twelve month

period, reflecting the establishment of the 

auction and bookstore divisions, technology

upgrades and the higher levels of customer and

client service required to support the large

influx of customers.

Selling and Marketing

This category includes advertising, marketing and 

promotional activities, the cost of salesperson

salaries and commissions, and marketing staff

costs. Costs in 1999 reflected the establishment

of a formal marketing effort and commencement

of a branding campaign. This included the 

formation of a marketing department totalling

five people at year-end and the extensive use of

advertising to promote the auctions and the

Company generally. Advertising expense also

included outlays to AOL for the first major online

advertising presence. Outlays increased to

$3,186,000 for the twelve months, a 328%

increase over the $744,000 for the prior year

twelve-month period.

Key initiatives included:

4Print advertising expansion from trade 

publications to general readership newspapers

and selected consumer magazines.

4Launch of AOL marketing relationship.

4Utilization of online advertising agency.

4Utilization of public relations agency.

4Laying of building blocks for a comprehensive

database for personalization of artnet.com

products and services.

4Commencement of large direct marketing database.

4Creation of integrated online, offline and direct

mail campaign for theme events.

4Use of charity auctions as promotional tactic.

In the drive for a critical mass of traffic and 

revenue, spending will continue in 2000 in a

similar fashion, along with several new 

initiatives that the Company believes will further

differentiate and distance artnet.com

from competitors.

General and Administrative

This category includes executive staff, administrative

support staff, general operations including
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premises costs, professional fees, total 

communications costs including Internet access

and other overheads. The expenses for the

twelve months totalled $4,796,000 207% 

higher than the total of $1,561,000 for the prior

year twelve-month period, reflecting the 

establishment of a broad based management

team with a professional level of skills and other

staff and infrastructure increases. The major

costs in the period were personnel and 

consultant fees, professional fees and premises.

Non-Cash Compensation Expense

Non-cash expenditure reflects a charge to 

compensation arising from the granting of

employee stock options prior to the initial public

offering. Under US GAAP rule APB 25,

“Accounting for Employee Stock Option

Programs,” the difference between the strike price

of the employee stock options and the market

value of the stock at the time of the grant, is to be

reflected in the accounts over the vesting period of

the options. The charge of $3,553,000 for the

year reflected $2.1 million for the May 1999 

vesting plus a $1.4 million accrual anticipating

the second annual vesting period coming up next

May. Subsequent to the offering, all option grants

were issued at then-current market prices, and

therefore did not incur a charge to earnings.

Depreciation and Amortization

Depreciation and amortization expense relates to the

depreciation of computer equipment, web site

development and fixed assets and the 

amortization of leasehold improvements and

leased equipment. The expense for 1999 of

$741,000 was a 204% increase over the prior

year expense of $244,000 is due to the purchase

of computer equipment and other assets

required to support growth of the business.

Total Operating Expenses

Operating expenses were $15,760,000 for the twelve

months through December 1999, up 281% from

the $4,127,000 for the prior year twelve-month

period. Cash operating expenses were

$11,343,000 for the twelve months compared

with $3,482,000 for the prior year period, a

218% increase. For the six month period ended

December 31, 1999, cash operating expenses

were $7,916,000 a rate which is comparable to

current expenditure levels. For 2000, expenditure

will be somewhat higher depending on the level of

sales and marketing expenditures. Sales and 

marketing expenditure are discretionary.

Interest Income and Expense

Interest income was $339,000 in 1999 reflecting

interest earned on IPO proceeds, 1,077% 

higher than $29,000 for the prior year. Interest

expense was $23,000 for 1999 a 44% 

decrease from the $41,000 in the prior year

reflecting interest expense imputed in capital

lease payments.

Loss From Operations

Loss before provision for income taxes and minority

interest was $12.8 million for the twelve

months, 298% higher compared to $3.2 million

for the year-ago period. Loss after provision for

income taxes was $11.0 million compared to a

$3.2 million for the prior year. The net loss after

minority interest, (the 20.4% portion of the US

subsidiary not owned by artnet.com AG), was

$10.7 million for the twelve months compared

to a net loss of $3.2 million for the twelve

months ended December 31, 1998.
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES

Cash Flow, Investment, and Financing

The Company finished the twelve-month period with

$16.5 million in cash following the raising of

$26.7 million at the initial public offering on

May 17, 1999. Since inception the Company

has financed its operations primarily with 

equity securities.

Net cash used in operating activities was $8.2 million

in the twelve-month period through December

1999 compared to $2.6 million in 1998. The

cash was used primarily to fund operating

expenses that included expenditure on 

personnel, sales and marketing and technology.

Net cash used in investing activities was $2.6

million in 1999 compared with $1.1 million in

the 1998 year-ago period. Cash was invested in

fixed asset purchases, primarily computer 

equipment, and the purchase of treasury stock.

Net cash provided by financing activities was

$27.4 million compared with $4.9 million in the

prior year period. Proceeds from the sale of

common stock in May and earlier in the year

provided $27.1 million in 1999 compared to

$5.6 million raised in 1998.

OUTLOOK

Management expects that use of the Internet for

business and personal transactions will continue

to escalate in the US, where 60% of adults are

connected, and in Europe, where adoption rates

range from 4-40% depending on access cost.

These trends will be highly beneficial to the 

continuing increase in Internet use among the

Company’s professional customers (current and

potential) in their conduct of art business and

consequent need for the Company’s services. It

will also be highly beneficial to the increasing

use of the Internet by consumers becoming 

comfortable with the purchase of art and art

research products online.

As a result, artnet.com will continue to pursue its

corporate strategy of expansion in all areas in

2000. In 2000, management expects to increase

its penetration of the European professional art

market through a combination of increased sales

effort, public relations, promotion and strategic

partnerships. Management also expects 

continued rapid growth in the US market, 

particularly growth of gallery/artist customers

and in auction bidders, consignors and sold lots.

Accordingly, management is expecting 2000

sales performance to show substantial 

improvement over 1999. At the same time,

investment in sales and marketing, facilities and

technology will be increased once again. The

year is expected to end with a loss, but 

management expects operating revenue to

increase faster than expenses.

The Company anticipates that its funding will be 

sufficient to complete the 2000 calendar year.

The Company plans to obtain further financing

at the most advantageous opportunity, and 

to this objective is in regular contact with 

the marketplace.
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artnet.com AG
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
(ACCORDING TO US GAAP) AUDITED

Dec. 31, 1999 Dec. 31, 1998 Dec. 31, 1999 Dec. 31, 1998
USD USD DM DM

Current Assets

Cash $16,476,725 $1,234,553 32,071,946 2,069,111 

Accounts Receivable, Net 584,279 216,195 1,137,299 362,343

Prepaids & Other Current Assets 358,771 21,249 698,347 35,614

Deferred Tax Assets 1,755,355 - 3,416,760 -

Total Current Assets 19,175,110 1,471,997 37,324,352 2,467,067

Property, Plant & Equipment, Net 2,637,068 1,073,551 5,133,052 1,799,271

Leased Assets, Net 166,271 239,300 323,647 401,067

Trademark fees, Net 9,455 10,363 18,404 17,368

Security Deposits 151,336 56,775 294,575 95,155

Total Assets $22,139,240 $2,851,986 43,094,030 4,779,929

Liabilities

Current Liabilities: 

Accounts Payable $873,023 $336,131 1,699,340 563,356 

Accrued Consignor’s payments 107,000 - 208,276 0 

Other Accrued Expenses 1,254,788 376,770 2,442,444 631,467 

Unearned Revenue - 392,276 - 657,455 

Capital Leases (current) 85,666 131,679 166,749 220,694 

Total Current Liabilities 2,320,477 1,236,856 4,516,809 2,072,971

Capital Leases (non-current) 25,891 89,391 50,398 149,819

Total Liabilities $2,346,368 $1,326,247 4,567,207 2,222,791

Stockholders’ Equity

Common Stock 4,790,505 369,316 8,556,756 722,320

Additional Paid-in Capital 56,416,412 22,158,139 106,323,728 37,158,324 

Deferred Compensation (8,585,622) - (15,301,008) - 

Treasury Stock (845,428) (460,740) (1,645,625) (896,830) 

Receivable from Shareholder - (483,780) - (810,815) 

Retained Earnings (20,061,969) (16,811,388) (33,893,165) (28,175,886) 

Current Earnings (10,702,963) (3,245,808) (20,076,204) (5,709,279)

Accumulated Comprehensive Income:

For Currency Translation Adjustment (1,218,063) - (5,437,660) 269,305

Total Stockholders’ Equity 19,792,872 1,525,739 38,526,823 2,557,139

Total Liabilities & Equity $22,139,240 $2,851,986 43,094,030 4,779,929
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artnet.com AG
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
(ACCORDING TO US GAAP) AUDITED

For the Twelve Months Ended Dec. 31, 1999 1998 1999 1998 
USD USD DM DM

Revenue:

Advertising $1,944,034 625,759 3,569,188 1,100,691 

Subscription 531,886 292,724 976,526 514,893 

Auction Revenue 87,394 - 160,452 - 

Bookstore 72,737 - 133,542 - 

Total Revenue 2,636,050 918,483 4,839,708 1,615,584 

Operating expenses:

Bookstore Cost of Goods Sold 54,813 - 100,635 - 

Product Support, Production 

and Editorial 3,428,549 1,279,485 6,294,713 2,250,576 

Selling and Marketing 3,185,669 743,541 5,848,793 1,307,866 

General and Administrative 4,796,219 1,561,827 8,805,714 2,747,207 

Non-cash Compensation Expense 3,553,189 298,500 6,949,433 525,053 

Depreciation and Amortization 741,114 243,565 1,360,662 428,424 

Total Operating Expenses 15,759,553 4,126,918 29,359,951 7,259,125 

Loss from Operations (13,123,503) (3,208,435) (24,520,242) (5,643,541) 

Interest Expense (23,050) (40,860) (42,319) (71,872) 

Interest Income 338,933 28,797 622,271 50,653 

Other Income 8,692 3,595 15,958 6,323 

Loss From Operations Before Extraordinary Items 

and Provision for Income Taxes (12,798,928) (3,216,903) (23,924,333) (5,658,436) 

Extraordinary loss on early 

extinguishment of debt - ($28,905) - (50,843) 

Loss Before Provision for 

Income Taxes (12,798,928) (3,245,808) (23,924,333) (5,709,279) 

Income Taxes Benefit 1,755,335 - 3,222,742 - 

Loss From Operations 
Before Minorities (11,043,593) (3,245,808) (20,701,590) (5,709,279) 

Minority Interest in Net Loss 340,630 - 625,386 - 

Net Loss ($10,702,963) ($3,245,808) (20,076,204) (5,709,279) 

Net Loss Per Share Attributable to Common Shareholders: 

Basic and Diluted ($2.58) ($1.10) (4.84) (1.93) 

Weighted Average Common and Common Equivalent Shares Outstanding: 

Basic and Diluted 4,152,028 2,951,836 4,152,028 2,951,836 

Note: Certain prior year amounts have been reclassified to conform with current year presentation.
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artnet.com AG
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
(ACCORDING TO US GAAP) AUDITED

For the Twelve Months Ended Dec. 31, 1999 1998 1999 1998 
USD USD DM DM

Operating Activities:

Net Loss ($10,702,963) ($3,245,808) (20,076,204) (5,709,297) 

Adjustments:

Depreciation and Amortization 741,114 243,565 1,360,662 408,215 

Provision for Doubtful Accounts 122,000 102,978 265,679 172,591 

Non-cash Compensation Related 
to Stock Options 3,553,189 298,500 6,949,433 500,286 

Minority interest (340,630) - (625,386) - 

Deferred Tax Asset (1,755,335) - (3,416,760) - 

Changes in Operating Assets and Liabilities:

Accounts Receivable (490,084) (259,987) (1,040,636) (435,738) 

Other Current Assets (337,522) (449) (662,734) (753) 

Security Deposits (94,561) (2,146) (199,420) (3,597) 

Accounts Payable 536,892 (62,034) 1,135,984 (103,969) 

Accrued Expenses 985,017 90,959 2,019,252 152,447 

Unearned Revenue (392,276) 266,009 (657,455) 445,831 

Net Cash Used in 
Operating Activities (8,175,158) (2,568,413) (14,947,582) (4,573,965) 

Investing Activities:

Purchase of Treasury Stock (384,688) - (748,795) - 

Purchases of Fixed Assets (2,230,592) (1,143,071) (4,875,103) (1,915,787) 

Net Cash Used in 
Investing Activities (2,615,280) (1,143,071) (5,623,898) (1,915,787) 

Financing Activities:

Principal Payments on Capital Leases (109,512) (128,112) (153,366) (214,716) 

Principal Payments on Unsecured Note 0 (123,418) 0 (206,849) 

Proceeds from Sale of Common Stock 27,067,698 5,585,657 49,750,304 9,361,561 

Repayments/Loans to Shareholders 483,780 (483,780) 810,815 (810,815) 

Net Cash Provided by 
Financing Activities 27,441,966 4,850,347 50,407,754 8,129,182 
Effects of 
Exchange Rate Changes on Cash (1,409,356) - 166,562 269,305 

Change in Cash 15,242,172 1,138,863 30,002,836 1,908,734 

Cash at Beginning of Period 1,234,553 95,690 2,069,111 160,376 

Cash at End of Period $16,476,725 $1,234,553 32,071,946 2,069,111 

Supplemental cash flow information:

Cash Paid for interest $23,050 $58,895 44,867 98,708 

Supplemental disclosure of non-cash investing 
and financing activities:
Acquisition of assets under 
capital leases $27,063 $166,382 52,678 278,856 

Capitalization of shareholder contributions - $2,584,100 - 4,330,952
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artnet.com AG
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1999 AND 1998
(ACCORDING TO US GAAP) AUDITED

Common Stock Additional Receivable Currency
Shares Paid-in Treasury Deferred Minority From Accumulated Exchange
Issued Amount Capital Stock Compensation Interest Shareholder Deficit Impact Total

DM DM DM DM DM DM DM DM DM

Balance, December 31, 1997 2,593,567 507,258 27,486,772 (896,830) 0 0 0 (28,175,886) 0 (1,078,686)

Issuance of common stock 739,714 144,675 11,066,061 11,210,736 

Capitalization of 
shareholders contributions 359,883 70,387 (70,387) 0 

Shareholder loan receivable (810,815) (810,815) 

Compensation related to stock options 525,053 525,053 

Underwriters discount (1,849,175) (1,849,175) 

Net loss (5,709,279) 269,305 (5,439,974)  

Balance, December 31, 1998 3,693,164 722,320 37,158,324 (896,830) 0 0 (810,815) (33,885,165) 0 2,557,139  

Issuance of common stock 27,861 5,449 532,404 537,853 

Repayment of shareholder loan receivable 810,815 810,815 

Original AG capitalization 20,000 100,000 (8,000) 92,000 

Issuance of common stock – 
change in par value 31,129 0 

Issuance of common stock 48,871 95,583  95,583 

Effect of reverse acquisition change in par value 6,549,923 (6,549,923) 0 

Issuance of common stock – 
public offering 553,975 1,083,481 47,591,387 49,840,122 

Issuance of stock options 22,250,441 (15,301,008) 6,949,433 

Purchase of Treasury Shares (748,795) (748,795) 

Minority interest (625,386) 625,386 0 

Net loss attributable to minority interest (625,386) 625,386 0 

Net loss  (20,701,590) (20,701,590) 

Currency exchange impact 5,966,481 (5,706,965) 259,516  

Balance, December 31, 1999 4,375,000 8,556,756 106,323,728 (1,645,625) (15,301,008) 0 0 (59,969,369) (5,437,660) 38,526,822   

Common Stock Additional Receivable Currency 
Shares Paid-in Treasury Deferred Minority From Accumulated Exchange 
Issued Amount Capital StockCompensation Interest Shareholder Deficit Impact Total

Balance, December 31, 1997 2,593,567 $259,357 $16,383,941 $(460,740) $- $- $- $ (16,811,388) $ - $(628,830)

Issuance of common stock 739,714 73,971 6,461,686 6,535,657

Capitalization of 
shareholders contributions 359,883 35,988 (35,988) -

Shareholder loan receivable (483,780) (483,780)

Compensation related to stock options 298,500 298,500

Underwriters discount (950,000) (950,000)

Net loss (3,245,808) (3,245,808)

Balance, December 31, 1998 3,693,164 $369,316 $22,158,139 $(460,740) $ - $- $(483,780) $(20,057,196) $ - $1,525,739

Issuance of common stock 27,861 2,786 272,214 $275,000

Repayment of shareholder loan receivable 483,780 $483,780

Original AG capitalization 20,000 55,611 (4,773) 50,838

Issuance of common stock – 
change in par value 31,129 -

Issuance of common stock 48,871 53,735 53,735

Effect of reverse acquisition change in par value 3,719,247 (3,719,247) -

Issuance of common stock – 
public offering 553,975 589,810 25,907,125 26,496,935

Issuance of stock options 12,138,811 (8,585,622) 3,553,189

Purchase of Treasury Shares (384,688) (384,688)

Minority interest (340,630) 340,630 -

Net loss attributable to minority interest (340,630) 340,630 -

Net loss  (11,043,593) (11,043,593)

Currency exchange impact  (1,218,063) (1,218,063)

Balance, December 31, 1999 4,375,000 $4,790,505 $56,416,412 $(845,428) $(8,585,622) $- $- $(30,764,932) $(1,218,063) $(19,792,871)



Notes to Consolidated
Financial Statements
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE BUSINESS:

artnet.com AG, formerly PROVISTA Sechste

Vermoegensverwaltungs-Aktiengesellschaft was

incorporated under the laws of Germany on June

11, 1998.  The accompanying consolidated

financial statements include the accounts of the

artnet.com AG  and its 79.6% owned subsidiary,

ArtNet Worldwide Corporation (“ArtNet

Corp.”) (collectively “the Company”).

Significant inter-company transactions and 

balances have been eliminated in consolidation.

ArtNet Corp., formerly Centrox Corporation, was

incorporated under the laws of the State of New

York on June 6, 1989 for the general purpose of

accumulating and reselling database information

used by art collectors, galleries, publishers and

auction houses. The Company currently derives

revenue from this database, from selling and

developing web sites for galleries and artists,

from selling banner advertisements on its web

sites, from online live auctions and from the sale

of books.  These services form the basis for 

various kinds of art transaction services to be

executed by the Company in the future.

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT 

ACCOUNTING POLICIES:

Basis of Presentation

The financial statements are prepared in accordance

with accounting principles generally accepted in

the United States. On February 23, 1999 

artnet.com AG entered into a transaction with

ArtNet Corp. which has been treated as a 

recapitalization of ArtNet Corp. with ArtNet

Corp. as the acquirer of artnet.com AG (reverse

acquisition). The historical financial statements

prior to February 23, 1999 are those of ArtNet

Corp. adjusted for the 1:35 issuance of

artnet.com AG stock. See Note 8.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity

with generally accepted accounting principles

requires management to make estimates and

assumptions that affect the reported amounts of

assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent

assets and liabilities at the date of the financial

statements and the reported amounts of revenues

and expenses during the reporting period. 

Actual results could differ materially from 

those estimates.

Risks and Uncertainties

Concentration of Revenues from the Art Industry

The majority of the Company’s revenues are derived

from sales and transactions with a customer

base consisting of individuals and entities 

dealing in the fine art market. Such reliance on

one market renders the Company’s business and

revenues susceptible to the business cycles

affecting such market.

Technology

The Company utilizes the Internet for substantially

all of its product and service delivery. The

Internet and electronic commerce industries are

characterized by rapid technological change and

are not mature businesses. The success of the

Company’s services will depend in large part

upon the Company’s ability to keep up with the

pace of change and on the success of the

Internet as a vehicle for commerce.
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Business Combination

The Company accounts for the business combination

of artnet.com AG and ArtNet Corp. as a reverse

acquisition in accordance with APB 16, Sec 70f. 

Cash and Cash Equivalents

The Company considers all highly liquid investments

with a maturity of three months or less when

purchased to be cash equivalents.

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are stated at cost. Computer

equipment, software, furniture and fixtures and

office equipment is depreciated by the straight-

line method over their estimated useful lives of

three and seven years. Amortization of leasehold

improvements is provided over the lesser of the

term of the related lease or its estimated useful

lives. When depreciable assets are retired 

or sold the cost and related allowances for

depreciation are removed from the accounts and

the resulting gain or loss is recognized.

Long-lived Assets

Long-lived assets are reviewed for impairment 

whenever events or changes in circumstances

indicate that the carrying amount may not be

recoverable. If the sum of the expected future

undiscounted cash flows is less than the carrying

amount of the asset, a loss is recognized for the

difference between the fair value and carrying

value of the asset.

Trademarks

Trademarks are amortized using the straight-line

method over fifteen years, the period of 

expected benefit. Accumulated amortization for

the years ended December 31, 1999 and 1998

was $4,171 and $3,263, respectively.

Amortization expense was $908 for the years

ended December 31, 1999 and 1998.

Revenue Recognition

Auction revenues represent commissions on successful

auctions and are recognized when the bidder has

received and approved the purchased lot. 

Advertising revenues are billed and recognized when

the customer’s web page or banner has been

developed by the Company and is published on

the Company’s web site. 

Database subscription revenues are billed and 

recognized on a monthly basis. Monthly billings

and access to the artnet.com database 

commence upon receipt of a signed agreement

from the customer.

Bookstore sales are billed and recognized when the

Company has shipped the customer’s order.

Income Taxes

The Company recognizes deferred taxes under the

asset and liability method of accounting for

income taxes. Under the asset and liability

method, deferred income taxes are recognized

for differences between the financial statement

and tax bases of assets and liabilities at 

currently enacted statutory tax rates for the

years in which the differences are expected to

reverse. The effect on deferred taxes of a change

in tax rates is recognized in income in the 

period that includes the enactment date. In 

addition, valuation allowances are established

when necessary to reduce deferred tax assets to

the amounts which are expected to be realized.

Stock Based Compensation

The Company applies the accounting provisions of

Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 25,

artnet.com
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“Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees”

and related interpretations for its stock option

plan. Accordingly, compensation costs for

employee stock options are measured as the

excess, if any, of the fair value of the Company’s

stock at the measurement date over the amount

an employee must pay to acquire the stock.

Compensation costs are charged to operating

expenses in the period in which the related 

services are performed. 

Earnings Per Share

Basic net income (loss) per share is computed using the

weighted-average number of common shares out-

standing during the period. Diluted net loss per

share is computed using the weighted-average

number of common and common equivalent

shares outstanding during the period. Common

equivalent shares consist of stock options and

warrants (using the treasury stock method).

Common equivalent

shares are excluded 

from the dilutive computation only if their effect

is anti-dilutive. As the Company recorded a loss 

in each of the years ended December 31, 1999

and 1998, no common equivalent shares are

included in diluted weighted-average common

shares outstanding.

Recently Issued Pronouncements

The Company has adopted the provisions of the

American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants Statement of Position (SOP) 98-1,

“Accounting for the Cost of Computer Software

Developed or Obtained for Internal Use.”

Among other provisions, the SOP requires that

entities capitalize certain internal-use software

costs once certain criteria are met. The adoption

of this standard did not have a material effect on

the Company’s results of operations, financial

position or cash flows.

3. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT:

Depreciation and amortization expense for the years

ended December 31, 1999 and 1998 was

$640,115 and $156,722, respectively.
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PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, AT COST, 
CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING AT DECEMBER 31, 1999:

Computers & Equipment $2,052,415 

Furniture & Fixtures 302,065 

Leasehold Improvements 595,597 

Software 330,564 

Web site Development 482,032 

3,762,673

Less, Accumulated depreciation and amortization (1,125,605)

$2,637,068



4. CAPITAL LEASES:

The following is an analysis of the leased property under capital leases by major asset classes:

Amortization expense for the years ended December 31, 1999 and 1998 was $100,091 and 

$85,935, respectively.

In September 1998, the Company prepaid certain of its capital lease obligations. In connection with the 

prepayment, the Company incurred $28,905 of prepaid interest charges and penalties, which is shown as an

extraordinary loss in the statement of operations.

The following is a schedule by years of future minimum lease payments under capital leases together with the

present value of the net minimum lease payments as of December 31, 1999:
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Classes Of Property December 31, 1999

Computer equipment $286,480

Furniture and fixtures 152,811

439,291

Less: Accumulated amortization (273,020)

$166,271

YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31:

2000 $95,465

2001 24,030

2002 3,843

2003 -

Later years -

Total minimum lease payments 123,338

Less:  Amount representing interest (11,779)

Present value of net minimum lease payments $111,559



5. ACCRUED EXPENSES:

Accrued expenses as of December 31, 1999 and 1998 consist of the following:

6. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES:

Operating Leases

The Company leases its office facilities under noncancelable operating leases that expire on 

August 31, 2002 and August 31, 2004. 

Rent expense amounted to $385,640 and $160,784 in 1999 and 1998, respectively.

Subsequent to December 31, 1999, the company entered into an additional noncancelable operating 

lease agreement that expires on March 31, 2005. 
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1999 1998

Accrued compensation and vacation $273,214 $113,666

Underwriter fees payable – 90,000

Other accrued expenses 981,574 173,104

Total $1,254,788 $376,770

FUTURE MINIMUM RENTAL PAYMENTS REQUIRED 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1999 ARE AS FOLLOWS:

2000 $465,271

2001 473,710

2002 330,723

2003 29,982

2004 19,988

Total future minimum rental payments $1,319,674

FUTURE MINIMUM RENTAL PAYMENTS REQUIRED 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1999 ARE AS FOLLOWS:

2000 577,251

2001 623,017

2002 676,575

2003 768,924

2004 758,930

2005 184,736

Total future minimum rental payments $3,589,433



Litigation

In January 1997, ArtNet’s former President commenced a $3.5 million lawsuit against the Company. The case

was settled for $305,000 in September 1999. $245,000 of this was expensed in 1999 and $60,000 had

been provided for in 1998. 

7. INCOME TAXES:

US Income tax (benefit) is as follows:

A reconciliation of the US federal statutory income tax rate to the effective income tax rate is as follows:
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Years ended December 31,

1999 1998 

Deferred:

Federal $(3,723,798) $(1,101,515)

State and local (1,095,235) (323,975)

Decrease in valuation allowance 3,063,698 1,425,490

Total $1,755,335 $-

1999 1998 

Effective tax rate reconciliation:

Statutory federal tax (benefit) rate (34)% (34)%

State and local tax (benefit) rate (10)% (10)%

Effect of valuation allowance 30% 44%

(14)% 0%



The components of the net deferred tax asset as of December 31, 1999 consist of the following:

The deferred tax asset has been partially reserved due to the uncertainty of the Company’s ability to realize the

full value of this asset in the future. In February 2000, as a result of the realization of a capital gain, a

portion of the net operating loss was utilized. Accordingly, as of December 31, 1999, the valuation

allowance was reduced to reflect the known realizable value of the deferred tax asset. The US federal and

state net operating loss carryforwards begin expiring in 2004. German Income Tax (benefit) is as follows:

The German deferred tax asset as of December 31, 1999 consists of a net operating loss of $1,130,234 (DM

2.2 million) arising from the activities in Germany of artnet.com AG. A valuation allowance has been 

established due to the uncertainty of artnet.com AG to realize the full value of this asset in the future. 
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1999 1998 

Net operating loss carryforward $10,752,919 $7,587,057

Deferred compensation 2,263,800 700,480

Allowance for doubtful accounts 64,460 42,712

Property and equipment 166,014 128,622

Vacation Pay 54,126 23,415

Reserves 28,371 28,371

Gross deferred tax asset 13,329,690 8,510,657

Less: Valuation allowance (11,574,355) (8,510,657)

Net deferred tax asset $1,755,335 $-

Years ended December 31,

1999 1998 

Deferred:

Federal $(508,605) -

Valuation allowance 508,605 -

Total $- $-



8. CAPITAL STOCK:

artnet.com AG was incorporated on June 11, 1998

with a share capital of DM 100,000 and issued

20,000 bearer shares. 

On February 11, 1999 the general meeting of 

artnet.com AG decided unanimously to convert

the share capital to Euro and to newly divide up

the converted capital of Euro 51,129.19 into a

total of 51,129 shares by dividing up the 

existing 20,000 shares. 

On February 23, 1999 the general meeting of 

artnet.com AG resolved first to increase the

share capital from Euro 51,129.19 to Euro

100,000 by issuing 48,870 bearer shares in

exchange for cash contributions of Euro

48,870.81. Furthermore, the share capital of

Euro 100,000, which was divided up into

99,999 shares, was newly divided up into a total

of 100,000 shares.

artnet.com AG acquired 79.6% of ArtNet Corp. on

February 23, 1999 through its issuance of 35

shares of artnet.com AG stock for each 

outstanding share of ArtNet Corp. stock

(3,721,025 common shares of artnet.com AG stock

were issued in exchange for 106,315 

common shares of ArtNet Corp.). The 6,801 shares

of Treasury Stock held by ArtNet Corp. 

as of the date of the transaction were also 

converted in a 1:35 ratio such that, post 

transaction, ArtNet Corp. held 212,835 shares of

artnet.com AG common stock. These shares are

presented similar to treasury shares in the equity

section. These shares are to be issued, according to

the artnet.com AG stock option plan, upon exercise

of certain employee stock options of artnet.com AG.

During 1999, no options were exercised. 

Subsequent to December 31, 1999, to provide for

certain grants under the artnet.com AG 1999

Employee Stock Option Plan, ArtNet Corp. 

sold its 212,835 shares of artnet.com AG 

to artnet.com AG for $4,160,192 on 

February 22, 2000. 

For accounting purposes the acquisition of ArtNet

Corp. has been treated as a recapitalization with

ArtNet Corp. as the acquirer of artnet.com AG

(reverse acquisition). The historical financial

statements prior to February 23, 1999 are those

of ArtNet Corp. adjusted for the 1:35 issuance

of artnet.com AG stock.

In May 1999, the Company raised approximately 26

Million Euros (approximately US$26.5 million)

through a public offering on the Neuer Markt of

the Frankfurt Stock Exchange in which

553,975 shares were sold.

During 1998, ArtNet Corp. entered an agreement

with two investment banks in Germany (the

“Banks”) to assist in raising capital. The Banks

sold 23,550 shares for approximately $5.0 

million net of issuance costs of $950,000. An

additional 3,000 shares were issued in 1998 to

existing shareholders for net proceeds of

approximately $600,000.

During February 1999, the ArtNet Corp. issued an

additional 1,000 shares to an investment bank

for approximately $275,000. 

Conditional capital for stock options

The general meetings of February 23 and April 6, 1999

resolved to create conditional capital of Euro

953,435, representing up to 953,435 new shares

of common stock with a calculated nominal 

value of Euro 1 each (conditional capital III). 
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The conditional capital increase served to prepare

for the merger between ArtNet Corp. and 

artnet.com AG by granting conversion rights. The

shareholders of ArtNet Corp. who made a 

contingent contribution of their shares to

artnet.com AG in accordance with the 

contribution and post-formation agreement of 23

February 1999 (delayed contribution) have the

right to exchange one ArtNet Corp. share for 35

shares of artnet.com AG. The conversion right can

also be exercised gradually, but only in the period

from 1 May 2000 to 31 December 2004. The 

conditional capital increase will be implemented

only insofar as the conversion rights are exercised.

These shares will participate in profits from the

beginning of the business year for which the 

general meeting has not yet adopted a resolution

for the appropriation of profits at the time of the

issue of these shares. 

Stock Option Plan

During 1997, ArtNet Corp. instituted a stock option

plan which provided for the granting of 8,000

stock options with a below market exercise price

of $1 to the CEO of ArtNet Corp. in lieu of salary.

Options granted under the stock option plan were

to vest upon completion of certain performance

criteria, which the CEO met in 1998. As a 

result, ArtNet Corp. recorded $298,500 as 

compensation expense during 1998 under this

plan. The options were to expire in May 2002. 

On May 1, 1998, the ArtNet Corp’s. Board of

Directors authorized a compensation package

for the CEO of the company. The package

included annual cash compensation of $200,000

and a 1998 grant of 8,000 stock options to vest

over a four-year period. 

A summary of option transactions relating to ArtNet

Corp’s CEO is shown below:

In connection with the 1999 reverse acquisition of

artnet.com AG, the CEO waived his right to all

outstanding options under this plan in exchange

for options to purchase shares of artnet.com AG

on a 1:35 exchange basis.

Options Held By ArtNet Corp. Shareholders

During 1997 and 1998, ArtNet Corp. authorized the

issuance of stock options to purchase shares of

ArtNet Corp’s common stock to ArtNet Corp.

shareholders in connection with financings. All

options were issued with an exercise price equal

to market value on the grant date. The options

were to expire on May 19, 2002.

The following table summarizes the activity under 

the option plan:
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ArtNet Corp. CEO Stock Options Weighted Average

Shares Exercise Price

Outstanding at January 1, 1998 8,000 $0.03

Granted 8,000 250.00

Exercised - -

Forfeited - -

Outstanding at December 31, 1998 16,000 125.00 

Cancelled 16,000 125.00

Outstanding at December 31, 1999 - $-

ArtNet Corp. Shareholder Options Weighted Average

Shares Exercise Price

Outstanding at January 1, 1998 26,835 $200.00

Granted 9,055 213.00

Outstanding at December 31, 1998 35,890 203.28

Cancelled 35,890 203.28

Outstanding at December 31, 1999 - $-



In connection with the 1999 reverse acquisition of

artnet.com AG, the holders waived their rights

to all outstanding options under this plan in

exchange for options to purchase shares of 

artnet.com AG on a 1:35 exchange basis. 

Employee Stock Option Plan

On February 23, 1999 and April 6, 1999 artnet.com

AG resolved to create an employee stock option

plan consisting of 435,000 new bearer shares of

common stock with a calculated nominal value

of Euro 1.00 each. Of this amount, up to

285,000 shares will be available for the issue of

options to the employees of the Company and

affiliated entities, and up to 150,000 shares will

be available for the issue of options to the 

members of management of the Company and

affiliated entities.

These shares were to be issued at a price that 

corresponds to the lower of the average stock

exchange quotation over the last ten bank 

workdays before the day of the grant, or Euro

6.72 per share for any grants occurring prior to

the public offering. The options cannot be 

exercised for two years and expire ten years after

being granted. The Plan further provides that in

order to exercise an option, the stock exchange

price last determined before the day of the 

intended exercise of the subscription right must

exceed the exercise price by at least ten percent.

During 1999, the artnet.com AG recorded a charge

of approximately $12,138,811 related to

options granted with exercise prices below 

market value on the date of grant. This amount

is recorded as deferred compensation on the

books of artnet.com AG. The costs will be 

allocated to the Company over the vesting 

period of the options. The Company recorded an

expense of $3,553,189 for options that vested

during 1999 and a prorated portion of those

expected to vest in May 2000.
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artnet.com AG Employee Stock Options Weighted Average

Shares Exercise Price

(Euro)

Options outstanding - January 1, 1999 - -

Granted 361,375 Û7.15

Cancelled 54,600 6.72

Options outstanding - December 31, 1999 306,775 Û7.22

Options exercisable - December 31, 1999 52,275 Û7.02



In October 1995, the Financial Accounting

Standards Board issued SFAS No. 123,

“Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation”

(“SFAS 123”). SFAS 123 allows companies to

account for stock-based compensation under

either the new provisions of SFAS 123 or under

the provisions of APB 25 with additional pro

forma disclosures in the footnotes to the 

financial statements as if the measurement 

provisions of SFAS 123 had been adopted. The

Company has adopted the disclosure-only 

provisions of SFAS 123. 

If the Company had elected to recognize compensation

costs based on the fair value at the date of grant,

consistent with the provisions of SFAS 123, 

the Company’s net loss would have increased as

indicated below:

The Company estimated the fair value, as of the date

of grant, using the Black-Scholes option-pricing

model with the following assumptions:

The risk-free interest rates were based upon U.S.

Treasury instrument rates with maturity equal

to expected term. The weighted average fair

value of options granted during the year ended

December 31, 1999 with exercise prices equal

to fair market value on the date of grant 

was $7.94.

The following table summarizes information about

stock options outstanding at December 31, 1999:
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1999 1998

Net loss - as reported $10,702,963 $3,245,808

Net loss - pro forma $10,981,774 $3,287,560

Expected Life 5 years

Weighted average risk-free interest rate 5.27%

Expected future dividend yield 0%

Expected volatility 100%

Number Weighted Average

Exercise Outstanding at Remaining

Prices December 31, 1999 Contractual Life

Û6.72 263,025 9.5

Û8.75-11.20 39,000 10

Û18.80-21.00 4,750 10



9. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS:

During 1999, ArtNet Corp. received loans from 

artnet.com AG totalling $9,065,000. Starting

on December 31, 2000, artnet.com AG has the

right of repayment on the loans at the end of

each month with three months notice. The loans

will be repaid on the date of termination, but in

no case later than December 31, 2001 unless

renewed by mutual agreement. These loans bear

interest, payable quarterly, at a rate equal to the

one year Euro London Interbank Offered Rate

(EURO LIBOR). Interest expense during 1999

was $88,166. 

During 1998, the Company made loans to the Chief

Executive Officer totalling $475,578. These loans

bore interest at a rate of 7% and were due upon

the effective date of the Company’s intended 

initial public offering. The Company recorded

$8,202 in interest income during 1998. The loan

was repaid in full in February 1999.

Certain administrative costs are incurred by

artnet.com AG and allocated to the ArtNet

Corp. During 1999, approximately $87,000 of

general and administrative costs were allocated.
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artnet.com AG
Management’s Report and
Financial Statements AG
(HGB)
As of December 31, 1999

MANAGEMENT’S REPORT AG FOR THE YEAR

ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1999

Company Developments

artnet.com AG functions primarily as a holding 

company for its operational subsidiary ArtNet

Worldwide Corporation (“ArtNet Corp.”) which

is based in the United States in New York City.

Some activities have been developed in Germany

in rendering services to the subsidiary. During

1999 artnet.com AG’s chief activity was to

manage this holding.

artnet.com AG was incorporated in 1998 in Germany

and on February 23, 1999, artnet.com AG

acquired 79.6% of ArtNet Corp. and issued

options for the acquisition of the remainder. 

In May of 1999, 1,007,000 bearer shares of 

artnet.com AG common stock with no par value

were sold on the Neuer Markt of the Frankfurt

Stock Exchange. A total of 553,975 of these

shares were primary shares with proceeds to

artnet.com AG and 453,025 were sold by 

existing shareholders. The proceeds of the issue

by artnet.com AG are to be used to fund the

operating and development activities of

artnet.com AG and its subsidiary ArtNet Corp.

Results of Operations

As a holding company, artnet.com AG had no 

operating revenues in 1999. Revenue is 

recorded from the allocation of certain general

and administrative expenses to the subsidiary.

Operating expenses amounted to DM 2.5 

million, which included expenses for 

professional fees, consulting, investor relations,

personnel and general and administrative

expenses. Interest income for the year amounted

to DM 761,000.

Liquidity and Capital Resources

artnet.com AG finished the year with DM 30.4 

million in cash following its initial public 

offering on May 17, 1999 at which time DM

49.8 million was raised.

Cash was used during 1999 to cover operational and

other expenses of artnet.com AG and to fund

ArtNet Corp.’s operational and development

activities. As of December 31, 1999, DM 17.15

million had been provided to ArtNet Corp.

Outlook

artnet.com AG will continue to manage and 

fund its operating subsidiary ArtNet Corp.

throughout 2000.
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artnet.com AG
BALANCE SHEET AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1999

Dec 31, 1999 1998*
DM DM DM

Assets

A. Fixed assets

I. Intangible assets

Software 1,221 0

II. Property, plant and equipment

Other equipment, operational and office equipment 30,041 0

III. Financial assets

Investment in subsidiaries 14,328,596 0

14,359,858 0

B. Current assets

II. Accounts receivable and other assets -

1. Accounts due from subsidiaries 17,471,115 0

2. Other assets 496,754 0

17,967,869 0

III. Marketable securities

Treasury stock 136,908 0

IV. Cash on hand and in banks 30,432,864 92,000

48,537,641 92,000

C. Deferred charges and prepaid expenses 4,587 0

62,902,086 92,000

Liabilities and shareholders´ equity

A. Shareholders´ equity

I. Capital subscribed 8,556,756 100,000

II. Additional paid-in capital in accord.

With § 272 Sec 2 No. 1 HGB 55,807,545 0

III. Reserve for treasury stock 136,908 0

IV. Accumulated deficit (2,397,498) (8,000)

62,103,711 92,000

B. Accrued liabilities

Other accrued liabilities 183,388 0

C. Liabilities

Accounts payable, trade 614,987 0

62,902,086 92,000

*Not audited
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artnet.com AG
INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1999

Dec 31, 1999 1998*
DM DM DM

1. Other Operating income 159,000 0

159,000 0

2. Personnel expenses

a) Wages and salaries (55,673)

b) Social security and other benefit costs (17,118) (72,791) 0

3. Depreciation and amortisation

on intangible assets and plant and equipment (20,382) 0

4. Other operating expenses (2,455,264) (8,000)

5. Operating result (2,389,437) (8,000)

6. Other interest and similar income 760,696 0

7. Allowance on short-term securities (611,887) 0

8. Interest and similar expenses (11,962) 0

9. Financial results 136,847 0

10. Result from ordinary operations (2,252,590) (8,000)

11. Net loss for the period (2,252,590) (8,000)

12. Accumulated deficit as of Jan 1, 1999 (8,000) 0

13. Contribution to Reserve for Treasury stock (136,908) 0

14. Accumulated deficit (2,397,498) (8,000)

*Not audited



artnet.com AG, HAMBURG
NOTES TO THE 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR
THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1999
1. BACKGROUND

The company is entered in the Commercial Register at the

Hamburg County Court as artnet.com AG with 

registration number HRB 68046. A branch is regis-

tered in the Commercial Register at Frankfurt/Main.

The Final Accounts for the year ending 31st December

1999 were produced on the basis of the regulations

of the Commercial Code (HGB) concerning 

the accounts of equity companies and the 

complementary regulations of the German Stock

Corporation Act (AktG).

The Profit and Loss Account was drawn up using the total

cost format as per § 275 section 2 of the

Commercial Code.

The shares in artnet.com AG are admitted for trade on 

the regulated market of the Frankfurt Stock

Exchange and are listed on the “Neuer Markt”.

Hence, the regulations for large equity companies

apply for the drawing up of the Final Accounts

regardless of the size classifications of § 267 of the

Commercial Code (HGB).

2. ACCOUNTING AND VALUATION METHODS

Intangible assets are valued at cost and linear 

depreciation applied.

Plant and equipment are valued at cost and 

scheduled depreciation applied. Depreciation is

per the linear method and based on the 

estimated usual commercial life of the asset.

Low value assets are written off in the year of

purchase and shown in fixed asset movement

schedule as a disposal in the year of purchase.

Financial assets are shown at original cost.

Receivables and other assets are valued at 

nominal value.

Current asset securities are valued as on balance

sheet date.

Other provisions were valued on the basis of sound

business judgement and take all contingent 

liabilities into account.

Liabilities were shown at amount repayable.

3. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL ENTRIES IN

THE FINAL ACCOUNTS

3.1. Fixed Assets

Changes to individual entries for fixed assets and

depreciation thereon are shown in the following

fixed asset movement schedule.

artnet.com
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artnet.com AG
DEVELOPMENT OF FIXED ASSETS IN BUSINESS YEAR 1999

Acquistion costs Accumulated depreciation Net book value
1/1/99 Additions Sales 12/31/99 1/1/99 Increase Reduction 12/31/99 12/31/99 12/31/98

DM DM DM DM DM DM DM DM DM DM

Intangible assets

Software 0 1,420 0 1,420 0 199 0 199 1,221 0

Property, plant and equipment

Other equipment, operational 
and office equipment 0 50,224 17,129 33,095 0 20,183 17,129 3,054 30,041 0

Financial assets

Investment in subsidiaries 0 14,328,596 0 14,328,596 0 0 0 0 14,328,596 0

0 14,380,240 17,179 14,363,111 0 20,382 17,129 3,253 14,359,858 0  



Financial Assets

Financial assets consist of the participation in ArtNet

Worldwide Corp., New York. The participation

amounting to 79.6 % of the shares of the 

subsidiary took the form of a contribution in

kind in exchange for membership rights.

Receivables and other assets

Receivables consist of loans to our subsidiary ArtNet

Worldwide Corp.

Other assets consist mainly of tax claims. 

Basically, the loans to ArtNet Worldwide Corp. 

have up to a year to run, unless the duration 

of the relevant contract is increased by 

mutual agreement.

Own shares

This refers to 8,000 own shares, which were 

purchased on the 9th of June 1999.

Cash in tills and at bank

This entry indicates cash amounting to TDM

30,400.00 at a bank in a Daily Cash Account.

Accruals

This account shows pre-payments of rent for the

offices in Frankfurt am Main.

3.2. Equity Capital

The capital of the company amounts to Û 4,375,000

divided into 4,375,000 no-par bearer ordinary

shares. artnet.com AG holds 1.83% of 

these shares.

By agreement of February 23,/April 6, 1999, 79.6 %

of the shares of ArtNet Worldwide Corp. have

been contributed to the company in the way of a

contribution in kind in accordance with past-

formation regulations of the Stock Corporation

Law (AktG). The capital subscribed was

increased by Û3,721,025 by issuance of

3,721,025 new bearer shares. The exceeding

amount of the issuance price per share of

approx. Û1.97 totalling to Û3,605,000 (TDM

7,051), was recognized in Additional paid-in

capital according to § 272 Sec 2 No. 1 of the

Commercial Code (HGB).

At flotation on 17 May 2000, 553,975 new 

individual shares were issued, raising equity

capital from Û3,821,025 by Û553,975 to

Û4,375,000. The issue price was Û46 per

share. Consequently, Û24,928,875 were 

transferred to Additional paid-in capital 

(translated TDM 48,757).

At the extraordinary general shareholder’s meeting

held on 23 February 1999 (confirmed on 6 April

1999) equity capital was increased conditionally

by Û435,000 by the issue of up to 285,000 new

individual bearer shares to the employees and 

up to 150,000 shares to the management 

(authorized but not issued capital I).

In addition, at this general meeting, equity capital

was conditionally increased by Û799,063 by the

issue of up to 799,063 new bearer shares for

cash and by Û953,435 by the issue of up to

953,435 new individual bearer shares for a 

non-cash contribution (authorized but not issued

capital II and/or III).

With the agreement of the Supervisory Board, the

Board of Management is entitled to increase the

equity of the company by up to Û1,170,413 by

the issue of 1,170,413 new bearer shares for cash

or non-cash (approved capital I). The statutory

option rights of shareholders is hereby excluded.

artnet.com
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In addition, the Board of Management is entitled

with the agreement of the Supervisory Board, to

increase the equity by up to Û1,017,087 by the

issue of 1,017,087 new individual bearer shares

for cash (approved capital II).

3.3. Provisions

Other Provisions consist mainly of provisions for the

costs of year-end audit, Supervisory Board

members’ fees and leave not taken in 1999.

3.4. Liabilities

Trade creditors result from normal business activities

and are due within 1 year.

3.5. Other operational income

In this account, income from charging of payroll and

equipment expenditure for services undertaken

on behalf of the subsidiary, ArtNet Worldwide

Corp. is entered.

3.6. Other operational expenditure

These mainly consist of IPO-related costs (TDM

1,218), legal and consultancy costs (TDM 626)

and advertising and travel costs (TDM 330).

3.7. Other interest and similar income

Under Income from Interest, interest payable of

TDM 165 was received from subsidiaries.

4. EXECUTIVE BODIES

4.1. Board of Management

Herr Dr. Bernhard Röttger, Hamburg (until February

11, 1999); Herr Hans Neuendorf, (from

February 11, 1999).

The management each had sole executive powers and

were exempt from the regulations of §181 of the

Civil Code (BGB).

4.2. Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board was composed of three of the

following in the year 1999: 

Herr Marcus Paul, Hamburg (Chairman until

February 11, 1999)

Frau Birgit Bellmann, Hamburg (Deputy Chairman

until February 11, 1999)

Frau Anne Urbahn, Hamburg (until February 11,

1999)

Herr Dr. Alexander Nill, Dortmund (Chairman from

February 11, 1999)

Herr Klaus-Jochen Schaeffer, Hamburg (Deputy

Chairman from February 11, 1999)

Herr Dirk Schmidt-Prange (from February 11,

1999).

5. CONTINGENCIES AND 

OTHER FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

On balance sheet date there were no significant 

contingencies as per §251 of the Commercial

Code (HGB).

On balance sheet date there were outstanding 

liabilities in respect of rent and leasing 

contracts of TDM 257.

6. SHARE OWNERSHIP/

MUTUAL PARTICIPATION

The company holds 79.6% of the shares in ArtNet

Worldwide Corp., New York, whose negative

equity capital amounted to TUSD 8,498 on

December 31, 1999 with a loss amounting to

TUSD 10,7883 (according to US-GAAP).

ArtNet Worldwide Corp. for its part held 212,835

bearer shares in artnet.com AG on balance sheet

date. This amounts to 4.86% of total shares.

artnet.com
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7. OTHER PARTICULARS

Consolidated Accounts

artnet.com AG produces consolidated accounts in

conformity with the regulations of US-Generally

Accepted Accounting Principles (US-GAAP),

which under §292 a of the Commercial Code

(HGB) affords exemption from the duty to 

produce consolidated accounts and a 

consolidated report under German law. 

Employees

On average, 2 employees were in post during the

financial year.

Remuneration of Management 

and Supervisory Board

Over the period of the report, no loans were granted

to management or to the members of the

Supervisory Board. A provision of TDM 50 was

set aside during the reporting period for

Supervisory Board remuneration. Management

did not receive separate remuneration in 1999.

Income Appropriation

The financial year 1999 closes with a balance sheet

loss of DM 2,397,498. We propose that the loss

will be carried forward to new account. 

artnet.com AG

Hamburg, March 2000

Hans Neuendorf

artnet.com
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Auditor’s Opinion AG
We have audited the Financial Statements in 

conjunction with the accounts and the

Management’s Report of artnet.com AG for the

financial year ending December 31, 1999. The

responsibility for the accounts and for the 

preparation of the Financial Statements and

Management’s Report according to German

commercial statutory regulations and the 

complementary regulations of the articles of

association lies with the Company’s

Management. Our responsibility is to express an

opinion on the Financial Statements in 

conjunction with the accounts and of the

Management’s Report on the basis on our audit.

We conducted our audit in conformity with § 317 of

the Commercial Code (HGB) complying with the

principles of generally accepted auditing 

standards laid down by the Institute of Auditors

(IDW). Those standards require that we plan and

perform the audit, that irregularities and

infringements, which have a significant effect on

the presentation of a true and fair view of the

Company’s situation of assets, finance and

income represented by the Financial Statements

in accordance with generally accepted accounting

principles and by the Management’s Report, can

be detected with reasonable assurance. In 

specifying the auditing processes, information

about the Company’s business activities and its

commercial and legal environment and the 

expectation of possible errors must be taken into

account. Within the scope of the audit, the 

effectiveness of the internal reporting system and

the proof for the statements in the accounts, the

Financial Statements and the Management’s

Report were examined mainly on a test basis. The

audit also includes assessment of the principles

applied in preparing the financial statements, 

significant estimates made by management, as

well as evaluating the overall presentation of the

Financial Statements and the Management’s

Report. We believe that our audit provides a 

reasonable basis for our opinion.

Our audit has not given rise to any objections.

In our opinion the Financial Statements present 

fairly, in accordance with generally accepted

accounting principles, in all material respects

the financial position of the Company.

The Management’s Report provides an adequate

overall presentation of the situation of the

Company and fairly represents future risks.

Hamburg, March 21, 2000

Haarmann, Hemmelrath & Partner GmbH

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Steuerberatungsgesellschaft

Wolf 

Wirtschaftsprüfer

(Certified Auditor)

Böge

Wirtschaftsprüfer

(Certified Auditor)



Bernard Hoyes, Sanctified Joy, 1998, oil on canvas.
Sold for $11,813 in artnet.com auctions.
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artnet.com AG was incorporated under the laws of

Germany and currently serves as a holding 

company. It acquired a controlling interest in

February 1999 in ArtNet Worldwide Corp.

(“ArtNet Corp.“) based in New York for the 

purpose of taking the combined entity public on

the Neuer Markt section of the Frankfurt Stock

Exchange. The IPO proceeds were raised for the

purpose of investment in the growth of the

ArtNet Corp. business. artnet.com AG’s assets

are the remaining of IPO proceeds and ArtNet

Corp. shares, of which it owns 79.6% of the

total outstanding. The reason this structure was

utilized, rather than 100% acquisition, was for

the preservation of US tax benefits otherwise

lost in a change of control. Thus pre-IPO 

shareholders resident in the US (Hans

Neuendorf, Robert de Rothschild, B. William

Fine, Banque Worms Capital, Tom Dackow and

Daniel Zilkha) agreed to hold back part of their

ownership pending the passage of sufficient time

to retain US tax benefits for the Company. In

order to effect the acquisition of the minority,

artnet.com AG issued the minority shareholders

options to exchange their shares for artnet.com

AG shares at any time between 1 May 2000 and

31 December 2004. As noted below, Conditional

Capital III has been established for this 

class of options.

Capital Tiers
In February and April 1999 shareholder meetings

connected with the acquisition of ArtNet Corp.,

the Supervisory Board and shareholders 

established a capital structure consisting of

authorized and conditional capital to permit

acquisitions, the issuance of equity, the 

conversion of outstanding ArtNet Corp. stock

options into artnet.com AG options and the

establishment of an employee stock option 

program. All shares of the Company are bearer

common shares with one vote per share, trade

electronically and are held in a global certificate

deposited with Clearstream Banking AG, the

depositary for the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.

The total shares outstanding are 4,375,000. A

further 4,374,998 shares have been authorized

as detailed below. Of these, no shares have been

issued subsequent to the IPO.

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL I

The Management Board was authorized, subject to

Supervisory Board approval, to issue within five

years up to 1,170,413 new shares against 

contribution in cash or in kind, and use the 

proceeds to make acquisitions and investments.

Shareholders’ pre-emption rights were eliminated

for these shares.

artnet.com
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artnet.com share structure 

Pablo Picasso, Sleeping Woman (Femme Endormi), 1962,
linocut. Sold for $11,576 in artnet.com auctions.



AUTHORIZED CAPITAL II

The Management Board was authorized, subject to

Supervisory Board approval, to issue within five

years up to 1,017,087 shares to certain pre-IPO

shareholders at strike prices ranging from Û3.68

to Û4.87 in exchange for options they held in

ArtNet Corp. The option holders, Hans

Neuendorf, Klaus-Jochen Schaeffer, Andrea

Schaeffer and Dirk Schmidt-Prange 

extinguished their ArtNet Corp. options.

Shareholders’ pre-emption rights were eliminated

for these shares. 

CONDITIONAL CAPITAL I FOR EMPLOYEE

STOCK OPTION PLANS

The shareholders established an employee stock

option plan to enhance the recruitment, 

incentivization and retention of high quality

employees. The Management Board was 

authorized to issue options to members of the

Management Board (excluding Hans

Neuendorf), key executives and other employees

of the Company or an affiliated company. Up to

150,000 shares were authorized for managers,

and up to 285,000 shares for other employees of

the Company or an affiliated company. Such

options are to be issued at the market price at

the time of grant, to be outstanding for 10 years

(unless terminated) and are to be subject to the

two year prohibition on exercise as required by

current German law. The options generally vest

in one-fifth intervals beginning one year after

the date of grant. A total of 43,750 such options

were issued in 1999.

Prior to the IPO the Company issued ten year stock

options to all then-employees on 317,625 shares

(263,025 remaining at 31 December 1999) at a

strike price of Û6.72, with one-fifth vesting 15

May 1999 and the balance vesting in 20% 

annual increments. ArtNet Corp. also held

Treasury Stock dating from the February 1999

acquisition totaling 212,835, shares which have

subsequently been reserved for the exercise of

artnet.com
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Summary of Fully Diluted Ownership by Principal Shareholders
Exercisable as Exercisable as 

of Year End 1999 of 1 May 2000 

Shareholder Shares at Ownership at Conditional Conditional Total Shares Ownership 
17 March 2000 17 March 2000 Capital II Options Capital III Assuming Full Assuming Full

(Exchange for Exercise Exercise 
AWC shares)

Hans Neuendorf 631,710 14.4% 161,502 713,055 1,506,267 24.6% 

Klaus-Jochen Schaeffer 381,890 8.7% 39,557 421,447 6.9% 

Dirk Schmidt-Prange 257,600 5.9% 35,304 292,904 4.8% 

Andrea Schaeffer 207,835 4.8% 66,155 273,990 4.5% 

Christiane Waldbauer 190,680 4.4% 24,570 215,250 3.5% 

Robert de Rothschild 177,020 4.0% 175,000 190,750 542,770 8.9% 



these options. Thus the first 212,835 shares

exercised relating to this grant are non-dilutive

(and the balance are satisfied out of Conditional

Capital I). Under German law, Treasury Stock

designated for employee grants must be disposed

of if not granted within a year of acquisition. On

22 February 2000, the Treasury Stock pool was

transferred to the Company and remains

reserved for employee stock option purposes for

an additional year. 

As at 31 December 1999, a total of 306,775 

employee stock options of all kinds were 

outstanding, with a weighted average price of

Û7.22. Of these a total of 52,275 were vested

with a weighted strike price of Û7.02.

CONDITIONAL CAPITAL II FOR STOCK

OPTIONS

The shareholders created Conditional Capital II for

the exchange of options held by certain pre-IPO

shareholders in ArtNet Corp. These options, on

799,063 shares with strike prices ranging from

Û3.68 to Û6.09, are exercisable between 1

November 1999 to 31 December 2003. The

options in ArtNet Corp., which these replace,

have been extinguished. 

CONDITIONAL CAPITAL III FOR EXCHANGE

OF MINORITY SHAREHOLDINGS

The shareholders created Conditional

Capital III to accommodate the

conversion of minority holdings of

20.4% in ArtNet Corp. as noted

above. Totaling 953,435 new

shares, these rights must be 

exercised between 1 May 2000 

to 31 December 2004 or they 

will expire.

The IPO
artnet.com AG went to the stock market in May

1999 to raise funds in a climate of highly

volatile stock prices for Internet companies both

in Germany and the US. With a bull market 

continuing already for several years, investors in

the US and Europe had become somewhat

uncomfortable with the strength of the market,

tempered by optimism about the outlook of the

technology sector. Thus the pattern of stock

prices exhibited alternating sentiments of 

pessimism and optimism for equities generally.

artnet.com went public on the Frankfurt Stock

Exchange’s Neuer Markt, where its German

roots were. Hans Neuendorf had been an art

dealer for many years in Germany prior to

establishing artnet.com, and his experience in

the industry formed the basis of artnet.com’s

vision. The investors who had funded the

Company over its 10-year existence were also

primarily German. The Neuer Markt was

Germany’s answer to the explosive US market

for technology equities, and was highly receptive

to new issues. While the primary operating 

center of artnet.com was in the US, this was

only a prelude to a broadly international 

business. The art business is international, with

artnet.com
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the primary markets being US and Europe. 

the primary development of technology, 

particularly Internet technology, and the rate of

Internet adoption for transactional use

clearly advanced in the US, thus New York was

the logical location for initial development.

artnet.com’s IPO was heavily oversubscribed and was

highly successful. It traded up firmly in the

aftermarket as unfilled demand drove up its

price. However, shortly thereafter the market

took one of its periodic downturns as investors

took a broadly negative view on technology

stocks. artnet.com’s stock was not spared and its

price performance took the pattern of Internet

auction companies including eBay. 

This continued until late July, 

when artnet.com sustained an

unsubstantiated allegation in the

press that insiders were selling stock

prematurely, in contravention of

undertakings made in accordance

with Neuer Markt regulations. 

artnet.com, cooperating with 

the Frankfurt Stock Exchange,

undertook an investigation, and

obtained evidence to the satisfaction

of the Exchange that the rumors

were unfounded. In fact, contrary to

the allegations, all key shareholders

maintained, and continue to 

maintain, their holdings. 

Further, prior to the IPO certain

shareholders including most of the

above-named entered into a Pool

Agreement, whereby over a moving

three year period ending 1 June 2004

none could sell more than 13% of their 

collective holdings, unless

through the exercise of options.

Those exercising options could

sell up to 20% of their shares,

subject to the approval 

of artnet.com. The Pool

Agreement members also can

not acquire more than 50% of

the outstanding shares of the

Company over the same moving

period. The purpose of the

agreement was both to 

maintain an orderly market in

the stock and preserve US tax

ar tnet .com
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Holdings of Principal
Shareholders

Shareholder Ownership

Holdings at IPO Holdings at
% Ownership 17 March 2000

% Ownership

Hans Neuendorf, New York 14.44% 14.44% 

Klaus-Jochen Schaeffer, Hamburg 8.73% 8.73% 

Dirk Schmidt-Prange 5.89% 5.89% 

Treasury Stock (non-voting) 4.86% 4.86% 

Andrea Schaeffer 4.75% 4.75% 

Robert de Rothschild 4.05% 4.05% 

Christiane Waldbauer, Hamburg 4.36% 4.36%

Kling, Jelko, Dr. Dehmel AG* 2.12% <2.00%

Total Shares 2,154,118 <49.24%

*Kling, Jelko is a marketmaker and consequently its holdings fluctuate.

Wayne Thiebaud, Paint Cans,
1990, color lithograph. Sold for
$11,562 in artnet.com auctions.



benefits in ArtNet Worldwide

Corp. The agreement further

demonstrates the principal

shareholders’ commitment to

long-term investment in 

the Company.

In the succeeding months after

August the technology stock

market began to rally. However

artnet.com’s share price lagged until November,

when a new research analyst commenced coverage

with a “long-term buy” recommendation.

Investor Relations
and Float
The Company maintains an investor relations 

program which is focused on communicating

with the institutional investor community and

maintaining good relations with research 

analysts. Subsequent to the IPO, investor 

meetings were held on various occasions in

Frankfurt, Hamburg, Zurich, Geneva, Paris,

London and New York. As a result of this 

activity, the Company believes that the float has

shifted to a more institutional focus than before.

In the offering, 55% of the distribution was

institutional and 45% retail. The current 

composition of the float is reflected in the 

chart above.

The IPO shareholder lockup for investors holding 2%

and below expired on November 17, 1999,

totaling 27.78% of shares outstanding.

Therefore theoretically 50.8% of total shares

outstanding (4,375,000) were free to trade,

though it does not appear that a great number

have changed hands. Of these shareholdings,

294,945 shares or 6.74% of total shares 

outstanding are also participants in the 

Pool Agreement. 

In 2000 the Company’s investor relations activity

will continue with its institutional focus, and will

include more presentations to the financial press

community and a greater participation at

investor conferences. In addition, the Company

will foster further relationships with the

research analyst community. 

Investor information can be found on the artnet.com

web site at www.artnet.com/ir and at

www.neuer-markt.de. Ad hoc notices disclosing

important corporate developments are posted at

www.exchange.de in German and English as

prescribed by Neuer Markt regulation.

artnet.com
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Composition of Float
Holdings at IPO Holdings at

of 4,375,000 17 March 2000
of 4,375,000

Estimated institutional* 12.66% 20.00% 

Estimated retail and pre-IPO shareholders 
2% and below 38.10% 30.16% 

*Since artnet.com stock is traded in bearer form, all amounts are estimated from conversations with

market participants.

International Security Code Number ISIN DE 000 690 950 0

Ticker Symbol AYD

Stock Exchange Frankfurt (Neuer Markt)

Number of Shares as of 31 December 1999 4,375,000

Number of Shares as of 17 March 2000 4,375,000

Number of Shares, Outstanding and Listed 6,562,498

Number of Shares, Fully Diluted 6,204,238

Market Capitalization on 17 March 2000 Û 82,250,000

Average Daily Trading Volume to 17 March 2000 12,167



Pablo Picasso, Mother, Dancer & Musician, 1959, color linoleum cut.
Sold for $16,800 in artnet.com auctions.
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Supervisory Board Report
The Supervisory Board, which did not form any 

committees, oversaw the functioning of the

Management Board regarding the tasks

imposed on it by law and the Articles of

Association, and assured itself of the proper

conduct of the management during the fiscal

year 1999. The Supervisory Board held four 

formal meetings and several informal ones over

the course of the year. During the year, the

Supervisory Board was also provided with

detailed information on the status of the 

company, the course of business and on business

policy in written and oral reports and through

meetings with the Management Board. This

information formed the basis on which the 

management of the company was monitored. 

The annual financial statements drawn up by the

Management Board for the fiscal year 1999,

together with the accounting records and the report

of the Management Board, have been audited by

Haarmann Hemmelrath & Partner GMBH,

Hamburg (as to the holding company 

artnet.com AG alone and the consolidated financial

statements) and by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC,

New York (as to the US subsidiary). The auditors

had no objections and, as such, issued unqualified

opinions thereon.

The annual financial statements for the holding 

company artnet.com AG and the consolidated

entity drawn up by the Management Board 

for the fiscal year 1999, together with the

accounting records and the reports of the

Management Board, have been submitted to the

Supervisory Board for examination.

The auditors, having signed the annual financial

statements, attended the meeting of the

Supervisory Board and reported on their audit.

The Supervisory Board concurs with the results 

of the audits and has ratified the annual 

financial statements.

Until 11 February 1999 Marcus Paul, Birgit

Bellman and Anne Urbahn constituted the

Supervisory Board. On such date these members

were replaced by the current members Dr.

Alexander Nill, Klaus-Jochen Schaeffer and

Dirk Schmidt-Prange. The Supervisory Board

then appointed Hans Neuendorf, chief executive

of ArtNet Corp., to the Management Board. 

The Supervisory Board expresses its thanks to the

Management Board and all employees for the

work they have carried out in the past year.

Hamburg, March 2000

Dr. Alexander Nill

Chairman of the Supervisory Board

report of the supervisory board
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artnet.com AG Supervisory Board

4Dr. Alexander Nill, Chairman Supervisory Board Chairman, Red Cube AG, Zug

4Klaus-Jochen Schaeffer Former Managing Director, Time Systems Germany, Hamburg

4Dirk Schmidt-Prange Former Managing Director of AON, Jauch & Hübner, Hamburg

artnet.com AG Management Board

4Hans Neuendorf

ArtNet Worldwide Corp. Board of Directors

4Hans Neuendorf, Chairman CEO, artnet.com

4Hervé Aaron President, Didier Aaron & Cie, Paris

4B. William Fine President, Publishing, artnet.com

4Thomas Hoving Former Director, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

4John D. Hushon CEO, El Paso Energy International Company, Houston

artnet.com Management Team

4Hans Neuendorf, CEO 

4B. William Fine, President, Publishing

4Grace Schalkwyk, Vice President, Corporate Development/Investor Relations

4Ernest Johnson, Vice President, Operations

4Dan Wald, Vice President, Marketing

4Barry Hintze, Vice President, Finance and Accounting

4Karen Amiel, Director, Special Projects

4Uta Scharf, Vice President, Auction Sales 

4Jay Greenberg, Director of Technology

4Charles Gute, Director of Bookstore

4Walter Robinson, Editor-in-Chief, Artnet Magazine 

4Tom Tavelli, Director of Printstore 



INVESTOR RELATIONS

4Investor information and copies of financial reports

can be found at www.artnet.com/ir and at www.neuer-

markt.de. Investor inquiries can be emailed to

investorrrelations@artnet.com or mailed to one of the

office addresses.

STOCK INFORMATION

4artnet.com AG Common Stock is traded on the

Frankfurt Stock Exchange’s Neuer Markt under the

symbol “AYD.” Daily stock prices and volume infor-

mation can be found at www.neuer-markt.de. Ad hoc

notices of important corporate developments are post-

ed at www.exchange.de in German and English as pre-

scribed by Neuer Markt regulation.

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY CODE

ISIN: DE 000 690 950 0

OFFICES

FRANKFURT OFFICE:

Schillerstrasse 3

60313 Frankfurt/Main

PH: +49-69-91 30 12 0

FX: +49-69-91 30 12 79

NEW YORK OFFICE:

61 Broadway, 23rd Floor

New York, NY 10006

PH: +1-212-497-9700

FX: +1-212-497-9707

REGISTERED OFFICE:

Kellerbleek 3

22529 Hamburg

PH: +49-40-55 77 91 99

FX: +49-40-55 77 33 32

artnet.com


